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FINAL REPORT 
AN INVESTIGATION OF NONLINEAR INTERACTION PHENOMENA I N  THE: IONOSPKERE 
1, In t roduct ion  
- -- 
(J. E. ~ o w e )  
The research  conducted under t h i s  grant  was d i rec ted  toward improving 
understanding o f  YLF emission phenomena i n  t h e  ionosphere. Severa l  
d i f f e r e n t  mechanisms have been inves t iga ted  with p a r t i c u l a r  emphasis being 
placed upon inves t iga t ing  various nonlinear  i n t e r a c t i o n  phenomena. The 
r e s u l t s  of these  various s tud ies  have been published and a  r e p r i n t  of  each i s  
A second type of t h e o r e t i c a l  s tudy ca r r i ed  out  was on the  sub jec t  
of' anomalous d i f fus ion  i n  a  c y l i n d r i c a l  plasma column i n  the  region above the  
c r i t i c a l  magnetic f i e l d .  A s m a r y  of t h e  r e s u l t s  of t h i s  inves t iga t ion  i s  
given i n  the  next sect ion.  A complete r epor t  on the  study w i l l  be published 
a s  a  doc to ra l  t h e s i s  under the  program. 
2 Hnemalous Diffusion i n  a  Cyl indr ica l  Plasma Column Above the  C r i t i c a l  F ie ld  
- ---- -- 
Supervisor: J, E. Rowe 
Staff: R. Hu 
The p r i n c i p a l  purpose of t h i s  s tudy was t o  inves t iga te  the  anomalous 
dffPusion due t o  t h e  h e l i c a l  i n s t a b i l i t y  i n  a  c y l i n d r i c a l  plasma column 
i-mc:zscd i n  a  s t rong ex te rna l  a x i a l  magnetic f i e l d .  Three e f f e c t s  which were 
f - f r k c r t o  considered t o  be negl ig ib le  t o  the  o v e r a l l  phenomenon a r e  examined 
if- 3ot;ai L I.:erc 5 nameLy, eLectron i n e r t i a ,  f inite-amplitude pe r tu rba t  ions and 
sr.2 iori.-ryclat.ron frequency. 
EL: ef'fcct of e lec t ron i n e r t i a  on anomalous d i f fus ion  i s  inves t iga ted  
by f Y *: i i ~ x i g g  +,i: 4 s par-kfcizlar term i n  the  e l ec t ron  f l u i d  equations, However, 
t h e  combination of t h e s e  f l u i d  equat ions wi th  t h e  e l e c t r o n  i n e r t i a  term and 
t h e  equat ions  of c o n t i n u i t y  f o r  ion ized  gases  i s  t o o  complicated t o  ob ta in  any 
a n a l y t i c a l  i n s i g h t .  A t ransformat ion  i s  made us ing  t h e  method o f  averaging t o  
overcome t h i s  d i f f i c u l t y .  The transformed equat ions r e v e a l  t h a t  t h e  e l e c t r o n  
i n e r t i a  does not  p l ay  an  important r o l e  i n  t h e  anomalous r a d i a l  d i f f u s i o n  so  long 
a s  t h e  e lec t ron-cyc lo t ron  frequency is much l a r g e r  than  t h e  c o l l i s i o n a l  damping 
frequency between e l e c t r o n s  and n e u t r a l s .  Nonetheless, t h e  a n a l y s i s  r e v e a l s  
t h a t  a c y l i n d r i c a l  plasma column subjec ted  t o  an  a x i a l  s t a t i c  magnetic f i e l d  
is cons t an t ly  v i b r a t i n g  about t h e  a x i s  of t h e  e x t e r n a l  magnetic f i e l d .  This 
v i b r a t i o n  of t h e  plasma column should be observed i n  t he  plasma column u n l e s s  
some o t h e r  unknown processes  d i s r u p t  it. I n  f a c t ,  t h e  v i b r a t i o n  should be 
observed i n  nea r ly  a l l  types  of low-temperature plasmas immersed i n  a  s t r o n g  
a x i a l  magnetic f i e l d  s i n c e  they  obey t h e  same s e t  o f  d i f f u s i o n  equat ions ,  
A f  in i te -ampl i tude  h e l i c a l  pe r tu rba t ion  wi th  one s t a b l e  nonsteady 
mode o f  o s c i l l a t i o n  is inves t iga t ed  and thus  t h e  assumption t h a t  t h e  r a d i a l  
d i f f u s i o n  i s  ambipolar i s  no longer  necessary.  Galerkins ' method is then  used 
t o  t ransform t h e  nonl inear  d i f f e r e n t i a l  equat ions i n t o  nonl inear  a l g e b r a i c  
equat ions .  A nonl inear  d i spe r s ion  r e l a t i o n  is then  der ived  a f t e r  an 
appropr i a t e  change of v a r i a b l e s .  The marginal  s t a b i l i t y  c r i t e r i o n  and t h e  
pe r tu rbed  wavelength can then  be obta ined  from t h e  imaginary p a r t  o f  t h e  
d i s p e r s i o n  r e l a t i o n  while  t h e  per turbed  wave frequency i s  obta ined  from t h e  
r e a l  p a r t  of t h e  d i s p e r s i o n  r e l a t i o n .  
The dimensionless numerical values f o r  t h e  marginal  s t a b i l i t y  c r i t e r i o n ,  
per turbed  wavelength and frequency a r e  then  c a l c u l a t e d  and p l o t t e d  us ing  an 
IBM-360 computer system. The curves i n d i c a t e  marginal  s t a b i l i t y  i n  t he  sense 
t h a t  it i s  a  necessary b u t  not  s u f f i c i e n t  cond i t i on  f o r  t h e  i n s t a b i l i t y  t o  
occur .  A comparison between theory  and experiments can be accomplished by 
d i sca rd ing  t h e  unnecessary condi t ion  t h a t  t h e  r a t e  of  growth i s  zero .  The 
comparison between the theory and the  experimental r e su l t s  of SheffieZdPs i s  
as follows: The calculated a x i a l  wavelengths a r e  about one-half of the  
measured values while the calculated ro t a t i ona l  frequencies are  twice t h a t  
of t he  measured ones. The ve loc i t i es  of the  perturbed wave, which i s  the  
product of perturbed wavelength and frequency, a re  approximately the  same in  
both theory and experiments. Furthermore, the  increase of the  perturbed wave 
frequency with decreasing pressure i s  a lso  i n  agreement with experiments. 
These agreements a re  considered sa t i s fac tory  because there  are  many uncer ta int ies  
i n  the experimental data. 
The e f f ec t  of the  cyclotron frequency has been investigated by taking 
Q, which i s  the  r a t i o  of ion-to-electron temperature, i n  the  expressions f o r  
t he  marginal s t a b i l i t y  c r i t e r ion ,  perturbed wavelength and frequency t o  have 
four successive values of 1, 0.1, 0.01 and 0. It i s  found t ha t  even i n  the  
extreme case of 7 equal t o  unity, the contribution of a f i n i t e  ion-cyclotron 
frequency t o  anomalous di f fus ion i s  small and can be neglected. However, there  
a r e  terms which a re  of the  same order a s  those due t o  the  electron-cyclotron 
frequency which a re  missing because of the  omission of the  e f f ec t  of t h e  
ion-oyclotron frequency. The overa l l  e f fec t  i s  t ha t  while the  order of 
magnitude remains the same, the  value of the  magnetic f i e l d  which gives r i s e  
xo anomalous di f fus ion changes. 
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" 
.+ - Hydrodynamic Analysis of Noise in a Finite-Temperature 
. .
f ?&.< H. C. HSIEH 
On the basis of a small-signal, one-dimensional analysis, a set of basic macroscopic differential equations, 
governing the fluctuations in quantities such as the electron-beam temperature, the mean velocity, and the 
current density, has been derived by taking moments of the Liouville equation with respect to the velocity 
variable. This set of differential equatiotls expresses the conservations of charge, momentum, and energy, and 
is valid for an arbitrary amount of velocity spreading and includes the effect of heat conduction. 
A system of differential equations, governing the correlation among the fluctuations in the mean velocity, 
current density, and beam temperature, is also derived. The relationship among the various noise parameters 
' 
along the electron beam is obtained in the form of a system of differential equations whose solution gives 
detailed information on the variation of the noisiness parameter along the beam. The solution of the system 
of differential equations thus derived is also discussed. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
cussed briefly. 
Although the microscopic density-function method of 
analysis of Siegrnan et aL2 is rigorous, i t  is also intricate, 
and depends upon solving a complicated partial dif- I1. OF THE BAS*C =IFFERENTML 
ferential equation for representative solution's. On the 
other hand, there exists a simpler macroscopic "hydro- VELOCITY ELECTRON BEAM 
' dynamical" model of an electron beam introduced by 
~h~ ~ ~ l t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  equation for a one-dimensional, 
Hahn? which may also deaibe at least the &st-order nonrelativistic, collision-free electron beam is written as 
*. . effects of velocity spread. This model has been used by 
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mentum, and the conservation of energy, respectively; 
sr- 
Lhe macroscopic charge density, mean 
ivection current density of the electron 
, respectively, as 
I and the mean values of un are defined by 
, . ,  
P J- 
be noted that 
velocity, 
beam are 
In view of the fact that the electron beam temperature 
T(x,t) is related to the mean-square deviation of the 
velocity by 
kT(x,t)/m= ((u-v)~), (8) 
P 
re k is the Boltzmann constant, Eqs. (2)-(4) can be I written as follows : 
E R A T U R E  E L E C T R O N  B E A M  
I t  is noticed that the right-hand sides of Eqs. (10) and 
(11) indicate the effect of the presence of beam velocity 
spreading and they vanish as the velocity spread ap- 
proaches zero, leading to the familiar form of the equa- 
tion of motion and the kinetic power theorem of the 
single-velocity theory. Furthennore, the last term on 
the right-hand side of Eq. (ll), when it is divided by a 
factor (- 2~7), represents the divergence of the energy 
flow density. The first member of this term represents 
the internal energy carried by the average velocity which 
is often referred to as convection and the second 
member corresponds to the energy carried by (heat) 
conduction. 
For convenience, let us define the thermal current 
density Q (i.e., the rate of transfer of kinetic energy 
associated with the random motion per unit area per 
second) as follows : 
Then, by multiplying Eq. (10) by (2v) and subtracting 
from Eq. (ll), with the aid of Eq. (9), Eq. (11) can be 
written in the following manner : 
Assume that all quantities of interest have the following 
form: 
G(x,t) =Go(x)+G~($)ei*~, (14) 
with w being the angular radian frequency. Equations 
(S), (9), (lo), and (13) yield the following set of dc 
equations : 
Jo= P O ~ O ,  (15) 
and 
(18) 
and the following set of ac equations (under the small- 
signal assumption) : 
i,: em- ' 
. ;+ 
.- -- P 
a w 1 '  (1 R Z ~  &lo 
I 
=-y(Po-fPl-), (21) - - 3 - P  . - . ..-. ..+--.. .. .--... 
H .  C .  H S I E H  
and 
The set of dc equations can be solved with the aid of the 
electrostatic scalar potential function, which satisfies 
Poisson's equation, and the dc density function. The 
ac quantities, vl, pl, J1, TI, Q1, and El are of interest to 
us in the study of noise in the electron beam. 
For a one-dimensional beam (or in an open-circuited 
diode) the total alternating current density may be 
considered to be zero, so that the alternating convection 
current density J1 and the ac electric field El are related 
by 
El= - JJ j w ~ o ,  (23) 
where €0 is the dielectric constant in vmuo. 
Let us now assume that the alternating thermal cur- 
rent density Q1 is invariant along the beam, i.e., 
so that it is only necessary to use three ac quantities to 
characterize the ac behavior of the beam, in view of 
relations (19)) (23)) and (24). In  the present paper it 
has been decided to work with the quantities vl, J1, 
and T1 and for convenience consider the ratio of the ac 
to dc quantities, namely, (JJJo), (vJvo), and (TJTo). 
After some algebraic manipulation, the following set 
of differential equations is obtained (see Appendix A 
for the details) : 
in which the symbol - denotes a complex quantity and 
thus xlm(x) and a"lm(x) are complex quantities although 
the independent variable x is real. In  the system of Eq. 
(25) the dependent variables Zr(x) are defined as 
J1(x) a,(%) Tl(x) 
-, Z2(s) = -, and Z3 (x) = - (264 
Jo(x) - vo(x) To (x) 
coefficients a"lm(x) are given by 
1tll(x)=brm(~)+ jCgm(x), 1=1, 2,3 m= 1, 2, 3, (26b) 
with 
&I= - j&, Z12= jPe,  Zl3=0, 
3h d P e  
- lnvo+ j-h, 
A dx A 
and 
A dx 
with 
A(%)= 1-3h(x). (264 
The wavenumbers /?,($), plasma angular frequency 
w,(x), velocity spreading parameter h(x), and heat 
conduction parameter 6(x) are dehed as follows : 
and 
Pe(x> =w/vo(x), wp2(x) = ~~Po(x)/Eo, 
h (x) = k TO (x)/mv2 ( x )  , 
Now let the function Hln(x) be defined as rouows: 
where the symbol * denotes the complex conjugate. I t  
is to be noted that, in a language of the generalized 
harmonic analysis,8 Hrn(x) represents the spectra of the 
correlation; for example, if l=n it represents the spec- 
trum of the autocorrelation of a random function, 
e.g., the current-, velocity-, or beam-temperature 
fluctuation in our case, andif l#n it represents the spec- 
trum of the cross-correlation of the random functions. 
These spectra and their respective correlation functions 
are related by a Fourier transform pair. 
Since &(x) is a complex quantity i t  can always be 
expressed in the following form : 
~ln(x)=IIln(x)+ jAzn(x>, (28) 
where IIz, and At, are real quantities. Then the func- 
tions Qrn(x), ITln(x), and A,,(%) can be shown to have 
8 Y. W. Lee, Statistud Tlaeory of Communi~adon (John Wdey 
& Sons, Inc., New Vnrk, 1960), Chap. 2. 
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the following properties : The dc kinetic voltage VO, the direct beam current 10, 
and the dimensionless parameter n(x) are defined by 
g i n =  (gn~)*, n l n =  IIni, -An1 
for l= 1, 2, 3, n= 1, 2, 3, vo= - vo2/2q, l o =  - J o  
(Plr=IIzl and Au=0 for 1=1, 2, 3. (29) and 
n(x)= SZI(X)-- II21(x). (32b) 
Upon differentiating Eq. (27) with respect to the real m e  theoretical minimum noise figure for a beam-type 
variable x and using Eqs. (25) and (29) one obtains amplifier may be as 
dx m=1 
1= 1, 2, 3 and n= 1, 2, 3. (30) 
The following system of first-order ordinary real differ- 
ential equations is then obtained with the aid of Eq. (28) : 
- dx %&=I 
and 
It is observed that there are nine correlation functions 
which need to be considered, namely auto- and cross- 
correlation of the current fluctuations, velocity fluctua- 
tions and temperature fluctuations. Although there are 
18 parameters IIln and Aln, for I= 1, 2,3 and n= 1 ,2 ,3  
involved, since Eq. (29) represents nine conditions of 
constraint, it is necessary only to use nine parameters 
to specify the correlations. Consequently, the conditions 
are to be imposed on Eq. (30) in such a way that Eq. 
(30a) gives six equations and Eq. (30b) gives three 
equations. 
It is interesting to note that in the case of a single- 
velocity beam there are only four parameters d e d  to 
specify the correlation; however, nine are needed here. 
The conventionally d e ~ e d  noise parameters, 9, a, 
II, A, a d  S, introduced by Haus3 are related to the 
and dl, as follows (on the basis of per unit bandwidth 
and per unit beam cross-sectional area) : 
D= (4~)-l(o,ZJe/q)II2i, (314 
A= (4~)" (vo2Jo/q)Azi, 
S= (4~)-l (~o~Jo/q)Sz~, 
where 
SZI= [IIs~IIII-AzI~]~ (31b) 
and the noisiness parameter N(x) can be expressed as 
where To(x) is the dc electron beam temperature. 
In order to know how N(x) varies along the beam, it 
is necessary to find out the variations of II11, IIm, IIzl, 
and Au with distance by solving the system of differ. 
ential equations given by Eqs. (30a) and (30b), with 
the cmfficients dl, being given by Eq. (26c). . 
I t  is also of interest to note that, upon differentiating 
Eq. (31a), and with the aid of Eq. (30a) and (30b), and 
using the fact that Aa=0 for 1=1, 2, 3, bl,=O for 
nc= 1, 2, 3, and Clg= 0, the following relationship is 
obtained governing the spatial rate of change of the 
conventionally deiined noise parameters : 
It is observed that the rate of change of 9, a, II, and A 
does depend upon the functions 5 3 1  and 832, whichrepre- 
sent the spectrum of the cross-correlation of the beam 
temperature fluctuations and the current fluctuations, 
and that of the temperature fluctuations and velocity 
fluctuations, respectively. 
111. DISCUSSION OF THE SOLUTION OF THE 
SYSTEMS OF DIFFERENTIAL 
EQUATIONS DEWIVED 
The systems of ordinary linear differential equations 
(25) and (30) can be solved if the coe5cients a"lm(x) are 
known, and the fluctuation in the quantities such as the 
current, the velocity, and the beam temperature, and 
their correlation along the electron beam can be deter- 
mined when the input-plane boundary conditions are 
specified. Since VO(X), p~(x), and To(x) are obtainable 
from Fo(x,u), the coefficients a"zm(x) can be determined 
once the dc density function Fo(x,u) is known. 
For an electron beam in a 
dvo/dx= 0, the coefficients Zlm become 
the position variable x, and 6 also bec 
quently, the solution to the system 
(30)] is obtained by a standard 
technique, which is rather straightforward and simple. 
On the other hand, for a beam in an accelerating region, D(p)=p3+aP2+bp+c=0, in which 
once the caefficients Zlm(x) as functions of the position 
x are known, a numerical method, such as the Runge- a= jpeA, b= (jpe)2B, and c= (jpJV, (Ma) 
Kutta m e t h ~ d , ~  canbe employed for solving the systems 
Eqs. (25) and (30). with A = I+ 2/A, 
Case I. Drifting Beam B = A-l(3 - w p2/~2), 
For a drifting beam, the system of Eq. (25) has a C = A-I (1 - w p2/u2). 
traveling-wave solution, which can be easily shown as N~~ by letting 
follows : After taking the Laplace transformation of the 
system (25) with respect to the spatial variable X, the E ~ .  (39) becomes 
following set of algebriic equations is obtained : 
r3+Ar2+Br+C= 0 ,  
3 
C Dl,(p)y,,,(p) = Xz(0) 1= 1, 2,s) (35) which can be arranged in the following form, when A, 
m=l B, and C are given by Eq. (40b), 
where (r+ l)[Ar2+2r+ (1-wP2/w2)]= 0. (43) 
and 
DlRI@)= (61m~-a~RI) , 
in which aIm is the Kroneker delta, equal to one for 
I=m, and to zero for Zfm. The term Xz(0) appearing in p2= - jWB/A)[1 - {I- A(1- w,2/w2)}+] (44a) 
Eq. (35) denotes the values of Xl(x) at x=O, the input f3=  - j@?e/A)[l+{l-A(l-w,z/w~}~].  
plane to the drift region. 
From Cramer's rule the solution of the set of Eq. (35) Furthelmore note that as Iz -+ A -+ and 
can be expressed as follows : p2+ -jPe(l-up/~)= - j@e-Bp), 
3 Nzm(p) p3 + - jPe(1+~p/~)= j@e+Bp), 
Xt(0) m=1, 2, 3, (37) r=@> = C -
1=1 D ( p )  
where D(P) is the determinant of the set of the trans- 
formed Eq. (35) with an order of 3, and NldP) is the 
cofactor of the e laen t  in the determinant DCP), 
which is formed from D(P) by striking out the row and 
column containing the element Dz= and p r e ~ n g  the but with different phase velocities. There is one kine- 
sign factor (- I)'+". matic wave with phase velocity equal to the dc beam 
After taking the inverse transformation of the system velocity, and the other two corresponding to the fast- (37)) it is fmnd that and the slow-space-charge waves. Thus it can be con- 
3 A71a(pk) cluded that a drifting beam, with an arbitrary amount 
Ym(x) = C XI (0)x -----ePks 0 5 %  of velocity spread, can support one kinematic and two 
Z=I k=l D1(pk) space-charge waves. 
m= 1, 2, 3 (38a) 
where Case 11. Space-Charge-Limited Diode 
0' dD/dP 1 P = P ~  (38b) 
I t  is obvious, from Eqs. 5 and 14, that the density 
provided that the rational fraction [Ntm(#)/D@)] has function ~ ( ~ , ~ , l )  is of the form . 
only a first-order pole, where p k  is the root of the charac- 
teristic equation D(p) = 0. F (x,u,t) = F~(x,u)+F~(x,u). eimt. 
S J. B. Scarborough, NonerbJ M ~ t h e m l i c d  Andy& (The It is weu known that the dc densih. functionF0(~d 
John Hophs Press, Baltimore, Maryland, 1%2), 5th ed., p. 301. which satisfies the dc wt of Eq. (1) and at the same 
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time meets the proper boundary condition at the cathode cpo(x) must satisfy Poisson's equation : 
has the following form: 
d2cp0/dx2= - (m)f (Jo/Eo)~Q'~[~ - erf (oriw)] (47) 
FO(X)%) = 20LJd(a- ~ ) e - ~ ( ~ ~ ~ )  -.*: 3 (45a) which has been solved numerically by Langmuir.1° I-., s:;l where 
a= m/%T, In view of the fact that the &trQstatk field intensity 
and Eo(x) is derivable from the dc potential function cpo(x) 
Jo=LJO(&)= Ja ex&--eae(%)/kTJ, (4%) by ECP(X) =- dm/dx (48) 
in which J, b the saturation or total v ~ h e  of ernisisii~n 
current demity, and T, is the cathode kmprature (in 
degms Kelvin) and cps(xA js tk dc potentid at the 
potential minimum, x= x*. 
The function S(a-w) is the usual unit step function: 
S(%-wj=O for ($4-w)<0 
= Y for (s-w)20. 
-The function w(z) is defined and rdated to the dc 
2 -1 electric potential fumetien *(z) a6 fo l lm : 
w(x)= F W ~ ( X )  (454 
with 
~~B(x)=C-~~~{*CX)-*(%)II~. (4.54 
I In Eq. (45d) the upper sign is ts be used for the or region, which is betaaem the ath& ;laEd pakntial minimum, and the lower sigzr is for the p regian, which 
is between the potential minimum and the a d .  
Having ~4 tb farm of the dc density fuaction, 
the quantities pa, vh (kT~/lrie), and QO can be obtained 
I and expressed as follows: 
and 
1 
Qo(x)=- 
- 2q 
where w (x) is given by Eq. (4.M) and the errar fundon 
erf (Y) is defined as 
(4W 
l r  is to be noted that in the above equations, po, vo, 
(kTo/m), and Qo are expressed essentially in terms of the 
dc potential function cpo(x) through Eqs. (45d) and 
(45e) and these quantities are continuous at the poten- 
tial minimum x= x, where w= 0. On the other. hand, 
which is consistent with the requirement that p e ( ~ )  
must satisfy PQ.iwn's equation, upon substitution 
of Eq. (48) intt6 Eq. (17)) i t  is found that 
which is quimIent to the #&wing eqwticm : 
in arhi~h me is considered to be a function of w, since 
ao, (kTe/ml, and PO me k in terms a# W. 
Similarly qy substitution of Eq. (46d) iatcr E;q. (18)) 
Eq. (50) is again obtained. 
It is impsstant to o k m  that the function %-w) 
given by l3q. (46b) docs aibtisfy the ditkeatial quatian 
(a). Thus it indicates two interesting facts: 
1. The fom assumed f a  the dc density furretion 
Fg(x,af) given by Eq. (4%) is con6itent with the 
assumption that the dc pstentid functian mwt satisfy 
's equation. 
2. The qutintities ph VO, QTB/m), Blnd Qa do satisfy 
the &Eerential equatims (f 6))  (171, and (18). 
These facts, in turn, e m  b t  once the potential 
function c p ~ ,  which satitdies Poisson's quation, is 
specified, the quamtities pr, v,~, (bTo/m), and Qo are 
properly determined a d  are given by Eqs. (4&-d), 
respectively, in such a way that the laws of c o ~ v a d o n  
of charge, momentum, and energy are satisfied. 
l'lxn&w, once the dc potential dktribution in the 
region u& considmatian is s p i i k d ,  the functions 
A($) and a(%) are determined from Eq. (W), and so 
me the cm5cients iib(x) in the systems (25) and (a). 
Raving determined the caeffickts iih(x), the systems 
(25) and (30) caia be d v e d  by the Runge-Kutb 
method with the properly imposed input-boundary 
mditions. 
IV. CORCLUDIHG REMARKS 
The heat conduction along the electron beam has 
been properly taken into account in the present paper 
by introducing the heat conduction parameter 6(x), 
which is defined in Eq. (26d). The parameter 6(x) is 
related t9 the velocity spreading parameter h(x) and 
the dc mean velocity vo(x) by the following relation, 
loI. hlptlil', Phy~. Rev. 21,419 (1923). 
H S I E H  
from Eq. (A7) : From Eqs. (15) and (19) 
6 (x) = - [d/dx Inlz (x)+4d/dx lnvo(x)] , (51) 
which is due to the law of conservation of energy, and 
6(x) does depend upon the spatial rate of variation of 
A(4 and vo(x). Ort the other hand, the themal cment 
density Qo(x), which has a dimension of joules per sec 
per unit area, may he put in the following form: 
)3 where XO is the thermal conductivity of the eletrm beam, which ia general depends upon the collitskm force, 
11 po and 2'0, and is governed by Eqs, (18), (264, and (52). 
It is to be &served that for sm adiabatic &w )ag can be 
set equal to zero rn thzt 6 will be zero also. Eowever, 
for an isothet-mal flow, ho becomes very large and 8 
need not be zero. It is interesting to mte th& fw an 
adiabatic flow, since 6(x) em be set equal to =re, 
Eq. (51) implies that the quantity ( h a 4 )  w (];?.To/w)w~ 
is, invariant h g  the beam, which sugg&s that the 
quantity (2'dme) is also i n ~ a i a n t . ~  On the other hand, 
in a drift region, since &(x) is, irrdependent of x, b(x) 
will be e r a  from Eq. (&id). Thus it suggests th t  the 
thermal effect (heat conduction effect) in a drifting 
beam can be neglected. 
It should be pinted! mt that. IU) specific assumptim 
has been made with regard to the i3ylut-plazae boumhy 
collditians in deriving the systems of equations (25) 
and (a). However, for a special case in which 6=0, for 
instance, in an adiabatic flow, ad when it is further 
assumed that the follming relation holds at the input 
plane, for example, at the cathode surface, 
the system of equations is ~dmxxl to that obtained by 
Bergluznmer and Bloom,7 which L demonstrated in 
, Appendix B. 
While the density-functian methad involves solving a 
rather ~omplicatd partial differential equation, which 
I 
must alw deal with the Dirar: delta function, the present 
method of analysis of signal and noise prmpagation along 
the electron beam involves &wing s system & linear 
ordinary first-arder differential equations, w h m  wh- 
tion is obtainabie by relatively simple and straight- 
forward methods, 
The author is very grateful t~ Professor J. E. Xowa 
for his contributions and reading the manuscript. 
APPENDIX A. DERIVkTIOR OR T m  SYSTEM 
OF EQUATION (25) 
First note the following identity: 
Subtraction of Eq. (16) from Eq. (20) with the aid of 
Eqs. (Al) and (A2) gives 
Subtraction of Eq. (17) frorn Eq. (21)) with the aid of 
Eqs (Al) and (23) gives, after usiq Eq5. (16)) (17)) 
a d  (M) : 
Skihrly, &st subtmctizxg Eq. (18) kOElf Eq. (22), and 
with the ;bid of Eq. (Al), then dividing it through by 
the factor Jo(kTo/w) yidds, after using Eqs. (18) and 
(W, 
Defining the heat conductioa parameter 6(x) as 
Eq. (18) can be written as follows, after i t  is divided 
through by a factor Jo(kTo/m) : 
After making the following definitions 
XI($)= Ji(x)/Jo(x), Xa(x)= ~i(x)/vo(x), 
and X3 (x) = TI (x)/To(x), (A81 
Eqs. (A3), (A4), and (A5) can be arranged into the 
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following system of equations with the assumption (24) : md from Eqs. (A2) and (A3), one has 
After m m W g  Eqs. (El) and (B2), the following is 
bF!& -(--2~)+ ti -1 je(2- 2:) -0, (B3) 
- d x l  a3 8 
+Z+-= C A d m ,  (AS) 64s TkI P* To 
& d 8?t: -1 WM lam r mIutim-d the fonn 
b = j / 3 e ,  A22= -2- 1 1 ~ 0 ,  A3p= jPe, the ~ d ~ a ,  
dx K= 
a d  B l m z ;  then 
d Elz3= TT~G% 6h+3h- dx lnvo, A33=6- jPe. (AX)) Ti/To= 2p J p o  (B5) 
2: or equivalently 
. . %- I Upon solving algebraically for (dXl/dx), (dXz/dx), X3= 2(Xl-Xp). (B6) and (dXa/dx), in terms of X I ,  Xp, and X3,  from the system (A9),  with the aid of Cramer's rule, one obtains Mow from Eqs. (27) and (28)) the following relations are evolved : 
ax1 3 
n31= 2CIIll-II21-J) 
-= C almXm, - 2A21 037) 
dx m=1 and 
n 3 2 =  2[II21-II22], 
ax* 3 
C ~ s ~ X ~ ,  ( A l l )  1 i 3 ~ =  - 2Az1. (B8) 9 dz=^=l Upon substituting the relations (B7) and (B8) into the G ax3 3 system of equations (34)) with the aid of Eq. (31a) 
bq~ -= C a3mXm, and using the fact that bzl= 0 for 6= 0 ,  
alm=A I, dII/dx= R09- MoII+Nd, 
upm= A1[A zm- htl am-A lm], dA/dx=X09- Boa- NoII- M d ,  
~ 3 ~ = A - l [ ( l - h ) A  arn-2A zm+ (1+31~)A lm], where 
A= 1-3h for m= 1, 2, 3, (A121 Bo= (Joq/vo2)Clz, 
nd upon substituting Eq. (A10) into Eq. (A12), Eq. Mo= - (2/vo) (dvo/dx) - b22+ 2b23, 
,26c) is obtained. Ro= (2v02/qJo)b23, I xo= (vo2/qJo) (Cz1-b 2cz3), APPENDIX B. DISCUSSION OF THE SYSTEM No= (Cii- C22+2C23). %ggp&g F-5 . 
OF EQ. (34) FOR A SPECIAL CASE When the coefficients blm and Clm given by Eq. (26c) 
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Abstract-The ionosphere is considered as a dissipative medium in which the random thermal 
motions of the charged particles act as a source of thermal radiation. Attention has been 
focused on the electrons colliding with ions and neutral particles in the ionosphere. A method 
of analysis has been developed xvith the aid of the Maxwell and Langevin equations based on a 
linear, macroscopic, fluctuating electromagnetic field theory. The spectral density of the random- 
c~rrent  source function is derived in terms of the conductivity tensor of the ionosphere. 
The ionosphere is divided into a large nnmber of increnlental volume elements, each con- 
taining an ionized medium which represents an anisotropic elementary radiating system, 
characterized by the spectral density of the source function. The radiation characteristic of the 
radiating system observed at a point located outside of the source region is obtained with the 
aid of the potential functions which relate the thermal electromagnetic fields at  the observation 
point to their source function. Based on the superposition principle, general expressions have 
been derived for wo, the thermal noise power generated per unit volume, per unit bandwidth, 
from any given source region 'V, of the ionosphere, and for Po(f, Vs) ,  the available thermal 
noise per unit bandwidth at a receiving antenna. These expressions are valid for most regions of 
interest in the ionosphere where the electron collision process plays a major role in the thermal 
radiation and they are not limited in frequency range. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
IT IS well known that because the ionosphere acts as an absorber of radio waves, 
it can also act as an emitter of thermal radio noise. It has been conclusively 
demonstrated by various workers (PAWSEY et al., 1951; GARDNER, 1954; DOWDEN, 
1960; LITTLE et al., 1961) that the thermal emission from the D-region can, under 
favorable conditions, be observed with a dipole antenna. For example, PAIVSEY 
et d. (1951) have identified and measured the thermal radiation from the ionosphere 
in the vicinity of 2 Mc/s in tlie temperate latitude. 
It appears that usually the thermal radiation has been neglected because its 
level is exceedingly low as illustrated by PATTSEY et al. (1951) and it does not 
constitute an appreciable source of interference in radio communication. However, 
the noise radiated from a plasma (e.g. the ionosphere) is not necessarily a detrimental 
effect in all cases, as it is in communication, since if the spectral distribution of the 
emitted energy is characteristic of the plasma properties, a measurement of radiation 
provides specific information on the plasma. For example, knowledge of the radiated 
power gives a measure of the electron temperature in the plasma and this has been 
used as a powerful diagnostic technique. 
It is well known that the thermal radiation from dissipative bodies is due to 
the random thermal motion of the charges in the body. If 61e body is a t  a uniform 
temperature, one approach that may be used for studying radiation may be called 
the integral approach. The body as a whole is considered to be nonradiating and 
the power that is absorbed from its surroundings, xvfiich is assunled to be at  the 
temperature of the body, can be computed. This power is set equal to the power 
radiated by the body. I n  this approach no attempt is made to determine the noise 
current fluctuations that are the cause of the thermal radiation. In  those cases in 
which the temperature of the body is nonuniform this approach fails. 
Another approach, which may be called the 'Nyquist source treatment' (RYTOV, 
1959 ; HAUS, 1961 ; VANWOR~SHOUDT and HAUS, 1062), focuses attention upon the 
sources of the radiation and determines their relevant statistical properties. Once 
these are known, the determination of the radiation is conceptually a simple problem, 
although mathematical difficulties usually arise. 
I n  the present study, the 'Nyquist source treatment' is adopted and the iono- 
sphere is considered as an anisotropic dissipative medium in which the random 
thermal motions of the charged particles act as a source of the thermal radiation. 
It is further postulated that in the ionosphere a linear constitutive local relation 
exists between the driven a.c. conduction current density & and an applied a.c. 
(1) 
where a is the conductivity tensor of the ionosphere, and a function of the angular 
frequency ~ c )  and position variable r which characterize the medium under consider- 
ation, A small-signal analysis is made throughout the present paper. 
Por a macroscopic analysis the Langevin equation can be used effectively to 
describe the motion of an electron, and it can be expressed as follows: 
where B(r) is the static geomagnetic field, v(r) is the average electronic collision 
frequency with ions and neutral particles, e, 912 and v are the electronic charge 
taken as a negative value, mass and velocity respectively. 
On the other hand the convection density J is related to the velocity v by 
J = iVoev, (3) 
where No@) is the electron number density. 
Assuming the time harmonic variation ejmt for the quantities of interest, upon 
elimination of v from equations (2) and (3) the following relationship is established: 
UJ + j(J x Y) = -jwisoXE, (4) 
where 
%I2 iVoe2 
-X=- ,  = -
Lo2 mco 
, 
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in which u, and o, are the plasma and gyrofrequencies of the electrons, respectively, 
and eo is the dielectric constant of vacuunl. 
011 the other hand, the geomagnetic field B can be approximated by a dipole 
field which is induced by a uniformly magnetized spherical Earth, and may be 
expressed (MORGAN, 1959) as 
cos B 
3 (6) 
where the space variables r and 0 denote, respectively, the radial and polar angular 
coordinates of the geomagnetic spherical coordinate system with its origin located 
a t  the center of the Earth, and the constants 31 and a are the magnetization and 
the radius of the Earth respectively. By adopting this model of the geomagnetic 
field, the r-component PI,  the 0-component Y ,  and the 9-component IT3 of the 
vector Y a,re given by 
P, = 2G cos 8, Y2 = G sin 0 and Y, = 0, (7) 
where 
Furthermore, by writing a vector as a column matrix the vector equation (4) inay be 
conveniently expressed in the follo.wing matrix form: 
YJ - =E 
- 
or equivalently in tensor notatioil as 
where the resistivity matrix y is defined as 
- 
Y = (yap) ,  a,B = 1,2,3, (10) 
with its elements being given by 
ju 
Y 1 1  = Y 2 2  = 7 3 3  = 2 9
y 1 2  = - y 2 1  = 0, 
G sin 8 
Y l 3  = -7'31 = a 7 
-2G cos 0 
Y 2 3  = -7'32 = 
weOX ' (11) 
and with its determinant lyl given by 
- 
. -- 
in which 
P2 = G2(1 $_ 3 cos2 0). (13) 
Iyl can be zero only for a special situation where v = 0 and w = w, occur simulta- 
- 
6ously. Since v = 0 is not of interest to the present study, lyl can be considered 
- 
to possess an inverse, which is denoted by - 0 and is referred to as the 'conductivity 
- 
matrix': i.e., 
uy = I ,  
- 
- 
- 
- - 
(14) 
where - I is the unit matrix. ConsequenLly, from equations 9a and 14, - J can be 
expressed ia terms of E explicitly as 
Z=gE 
- (15a) 
or in a tensor lzotation as 
J = a . E ,  
where 
= DCap, u,p = 1,2,3, (16) 
where 
C12 = C,, = 2G2 sin I9 cos I9 
C,, = -C3, = -(Z + j)G sin I9 
A body with a non-uniform temperature distribution is not ill the thermodynamic 
equilibrium. However, in tlzose cases in which the distribution function of charge 
carriers deviates only slightly from the equilibrium distribution (so as to produce 
heat and current flow), and this includes all cases for which a temperature can be 
reasonably defined, i t  would be expected that the radiated noise pourer could still 
be computed as tlze superposition of the noise power radiated from tlie various 
volume elements of tile body. In this case each element a t  a particular temperature 
radiates tlie same noise power it would radiate a t  equilibrium at tlie same temper- 
ature. Such an analysis calls for an approach to the fluctuation problem that 
considers each differential volume element separately as an absorber and emitter 
of noise power. It calls for the introduction of a source term into Maxwell's equations 
analogous to the source term of the Langevin equation in the theory of Brownian 
motion. 
Altlzough Maxwell's equations and the constitutive relation are sufficient to 
solve nzost electromagnetic problems, they are insufficient for noise studies. The 
current density derived from the constitutive relation represents only the current 
driven by tlze electromagnetic fields. Besides this driven current, tlze current density 
fluctuation caused by tlie random motion of the charge must be considered. This 
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can be taken illto account by introducing into iliIasm~ell's equatioils a random driving 
current density distributioil which is independent of the electromagiietic fields, i.e. 
where e and h are the time-dependent electric and magnetic fields, respectively, 
and i is the current density, p, is the permeability of vacuo. The current density 
i i11 equation 19 consists of two parts. First of all there is the 'driveiz' component 
id that is produced by the electric field e and is related to e by equation 15. The 
spontaneous noise fluctuations of the field a t  thermal equilibrium can be talcen into 
account by another current component of i in equation 19, the source current 
density K(t, r), a statistical quantity which is a stationary function of time. 
3.1 The dyadic spectral density of cu~rent sozbrce fulzctions 
I n  the study of problems involving radiation of noise power, it is convenient to 
introduce Fourier transformations in time of all field quantities in equations 18 and 
19. I n  the present case all random time functions are stationary and, strictly 
speaking, they do not possess Fourier transformations. However, this difficulty may 
be overcome by constructing a periodic substitute function (RYTOV, 1959; HAUS, 
1961) according to the definition 
T ( r, T) = ( t ,  ) ,  for - - T 2 < t < -  2 
and 
F(t + ?zT, r, T) = F(t, r, T). (20) 
These substitute fuilctions have Fourier transformations of the forill 
1 ~ ( t ,  r, T) e+"* dt. F(co, r, T)  = - 
T -TI2 (21) 
In  the limit as T + co, the substitute functions are illdistinguishable from their 
originals. The spectral density of any noise process call be obtaiiled directly from 
the eilsemble average of products of these Fourier components. Thus, the dyadic 
spectral density of F is given by 
T 
SF(w, r, r') = lim - (I?(@, r, T)F*(w, r', T)),,g, 
T-m 27r (22) 
where the synlbol * denotes the complex coajugate. 
It should be noted that the spectral ana,lysis of the periodic substitute function 
leads to a discrete spectrum extending over negative, as well as positive, frequencies. 
With lines a t  frequency interval Af = (11117) the expression 
(2F(m, r, T)F*(w, r', T)),, = 4rAfSF(w, r, r'). (23) 
may be identified in the limit of large T as 'the mean-square fluctuation of F in 
the frequency interval Af'. Furthermore, for a stationary time function F 
(BLANC-LAFIERSE and FORTET, 1953), 
T 
- (F(o, 2, T)F*( tor ,  r, T)),,, = 0,  o # o'. 2n (24) 
Precisely this kind of treatment must be kept i11 mind in applying the formal 
expailsion of tlie Fourier integral aiid using the spectral amplitude densities in the 
study of electromagnetic fluctuation on which tlie present paper is based. 
As a matter of coi~venience, for a particular physical variable, the lower case 
letter is used for the stationary time fbnction and for its periodic substitute function, 
while the capital letter is used for its Fourier transform in the follo~ving discussion. 
For example, it is obvious, from equatioiis (18) and (19), with tlie aid of equation 
(15b) that the Fourier amplitude of the periodic substitute functions is related in 
the follomring manner : 
V x E = -jo,uH (25) 
and 
V x H = j o s , E + a * E + K .  (26) 
Suppose that a region of the ionosphere under study is divided into a large 
number of su-triciently small elementary volume elements such that within each one 
of these elementary volumes the medium may reasonably be assumed to be uniform 
a t  a certain temperature To. Strictly speaking these elementary volume elements 
should be made to approach zero. On the other hand, they have to be kept large 
enough to contain a large number of charge carriers in order that statistical argu- 
ments may be applied. A tensor-conductivity description of the medium as given 
by equation (15b) is possible only because the current in an elementary volume 
depends upon the electric field in the same volume, but not upon its derivatives, 
that is, upon the value of the electric field in the neighboring elementary volumes. 
I11 view of this fact, it is quite reasonable to expect that the source current caused 
by the random motion of the charge carriers in two neighboring elementary volumes 
are uncorrelated. In  other words, if r and r' denote the points belonging to two 
different elementary volumes, then K(w, r) and K(w, r') are not correlated and the 
dyaclic spectral density of K has the folm 
SK(o, r, r') = d(r - rl)y(o, T), 
where d(r - r') is the usua,l Dirac delta function. 
011 the other hand, an eleineiitary volunie element may be coilsidered as a linear 
net~vork containing a noise source in thermal equilibrium and the technique developed 
in the theory of linear noise networks (HAUS, 1961; VANWOR~IHOUDT and HAUS, 
1962), which makes use of the generalized Nyquist theorem, call be applied. Using 
the concept of a linear network, for example, HAUS (1961) has obtained a simple 
expression for y(o, r) as follo~vs: 
kTO(r) [O(U~, P) + o ~ ( w ,  r)], W(W, r) = -27T (28) 
xvliere 76 is the Boltzmani~ constant aiid tlie symbol dagger (t) indicates the complex- 
conjugate transpose of the conductivity matrix 0. If the average volume density of 
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theriiial energy ~ ( r )  in J/m3 is introduced, clefiiled as the ratio of the aiilonnt 
of therinal energy generated within an elen~eatary volume 0117 to the volume AV, 
then from equations (27) and (28) one has 
41') SX(W, r) = - r) + Q J ~  (w, r)1 277 (29) 
and from equation (23) 
wliicli may be given alternatively in its component form wit11 the aid of equation (17) 
as follows: 
(21ca(w, r)Jcp"(w, 1'))avg = 7(y)AfLap(w, r),  (31) 
where 
Lap(w, 1') = 4 ~ l ) ~ ~  p I a,P = I>  2, 3, (32) 
with 
1 
1 
)1Z13 = -!nZ3, = Q ( Y ,  Z) [2(1 -/- Z2)G sin 81, 
-1 
9?z23 = -nz32 =  
Q(Y, 2) [4(1 -I- Z2)G cos 81 
and 
Q(Y, Z) = (Y2 + z2 - + 4z2. (33) 
It is observed that Y = 0 when G = 0. In  this case, lap = 1 if o: = /3 and 
lap = 0 if o: $; IS, while map becomes zero regardless of whether o: = ,5' or o: # P. 
This suggests that the tensor {Lap) appearing in equation (31) becomes a scalar aiid 
the medium becomes isotropic. This is perfectly reasonable since when G = 0 the 
geomagnetic field is completely absent. 
I t  is also interesting to note that for the case 
Y2 + 2 2  = 3 (34) 
lap again becomes either equal to unity or to zero according to whetlier o: = ,!l or 
v. # j!l and 
nz13 = -m3, = +G sin 8 
and 
?lLz3 = -??Z3, = -@ COS 6.  (35) 
3.2 Ti??ze auerccge thernznl noise pozoey radiccted 
In view of the fact that for the periodic field the average time rate of change of 
stored energy is zero, the total average power radiated from a system of a current 
inay be given by (XTRATTON, 1941) 
where p is the Poyiltiilg vector. Thus radiation can be calculated either by integrating 
the normal component of the Poynting vector over a closed surface S including all 
sources or by integratiilg the power expended per unit volume over the current 
distribution. I11 the present discussion the latter approach is taken. 
Keeping in mind that the concern here is wit11 the random current distribution 
and since the time average power radiated per unit volume, W(W, r), is given by 
W(W, r) = $Re[K* El, W/m3, (37) 
in ~vhich K is the cause and E is its effect, and rvitlz the aid of equation (9), w(w, r) 
becomes 
~ ( w ,  r) = $Re[K* (y K)] = +Re[&bg]. 
- 
- 
(38) 
The substitution of equation (11) into equation (38) yields 
On the other hand, with the aid of equations (31) and (32), the thermal noise power 
generated per unit volume, per unit bandwidth, zoo( f, I . ) ,  may be given as 
where 111, l,, and I,, are given in equation (33). 
It is interesting to observe that wo given in equation (40) does not depend explicitly 
upon the electron number density ATo since it does not contain the parameter X. 
The rigorous determination of the radiation intensity within the emitting region 
of the ionosphere must be based on the study of the electromagnetic wave propa- 
gation in an anisotropic absorbing medium, in rvlzich each volume element can act 
as an enlitter as well as an absorber of the thermal radiation. However, this problem 
is not discussed in the present paper. 
Nevertlzeless, it is of interest and of a considerable practical importance to know 
about the characteristics of noise power received from the ionospheric thermal 
radiation at a detecting antenna located outside of the source region. 
In  view of the fact that the relation of the radiation fields to their sources is 
most readily found in terms of potential functions, and since the information wit11 
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regard to some statistical properties of the ranclom source current function %.$; is 
available from Section 3, the retarded vector potential function is introduced here 
and expressed in complex form as A(o, a,)ejmt, with 
K(w, x,')exp(-jk,R(a,,a,')) 
A(w, a,) = - cl V',  477 S rrs R(x,, xu1) 
where 2, and 2,' denote the coordinates of the observation point and the source 
point respectively, and R(z,, a,') is the distance between them. V,(x,') is the volume 
of the source region under investigation and k, is the wave number. In  the present 
discussion a, is taken in the air and x,' is taken in the ionosphere. 
It sliould be observed that equation (41) signifies superposition of the solutions 
of the inhomogeneous wave equation 
V2A + ko2A = -K, (42) 
where Eo2 = w2,uO~0 and corresponds to a source a t  the point x,' given by % = 
CB(a, - xu1), with 8(x, - a,') being the usual Dirac delta function. On the other 
hand the retarded scalar potential function @(a, x,) is related to the vector potential 
by (STRATTON, 1941) 
V . A + jco,us@ = 0, (43) 
which expresses the idea of conservation of charge. It should be noted that equation 
(43) is valid in free space (air) whereas i t  is only an approximation in a region of the 
conducting medium in wl~icli lo/jws0l < 1. 
It is well known that the electromagnetic fields a t  an observation point x,, 
taken in air, can be derived from these potential functions by 
E = -V@ - jwA (44) 
and 
where the spatial differential operator V sliould be understood as V,,, which only 
operates on the function of xu. The utilization of potential functions is particularly 
convenient because space differentiation V, under the sign of the volume integration, 
does not touch M(o, xu') and thereby the field intensities E and H in the same 
manner do not contain cterivatives of K. 
Upon substitution of equations (41) and (43) into equations (44) and (45) a,nd if 
only a 1/R dependent radiation field is taken into account, the electric and magnetic 
fields mav be written as 
e-jk-R 
[ k x ( K x k ) ] -  R d V' (46) 
and 
in which the propagation vector k = nk, is introduced and the unit vector n. is 
defined as RIR so that k and It are in the same direction. 
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The electromagnetic fielcls given by equations (46) and (47) can be considered as 
the random thermal electromagnetic fields since their source function K is a random, 
statistical quantity. The time average power flow density a t  the observation point 
s, may be considered now with the aid of the Poynting vector defined as 
- 
p = +Re[E x H*]. (48) 
It is not difficult to show that the substitution of equations (46) and (47) into 
equation (48) yields 
where A is the free-space wavelength, 2, X and To are functions of the source point 
coordinate 2,' and I'(z,, 2,') is defined by 
I?(%,, 2,') = (1 - nl2)ll1 + (1 - n,2)b2, + (1 - n,2)1,, - 2n17&,1,,, (50) 
in which nl, 92, and n, are the components of the unit vector n along r-, 0- and 
y-coordinate axes, and I,,, I,,, I,, and Zl2 are given in equation (33). 
It should be observed that equation (49) is based on the concept that the radiation 
intensity in any solid angle can be treated as energy, transferable in a bundle of 
plane, nonextinguishable waves whose normals are included in the solid angle. In  
a homogeneous isotropic medium the direction of the vector of energy flux coincides 
with the wave normal (RYTOV, 1959). The unit vector n(x,, 2,') indicates the 
direction of propagation of the wave orginating a t  the source point 2,'. 
Since the time average Poynting vector @(w, 2,) is determined, the noise power 
received from the ionospheric thermal radiation a t  the receiving antenna can be 
obtained by taking a proper surface integral of $(w, x,) over the aperture of the 
antenna A,, 
(51) 
where ds = no cls, with no being a unit vector normal to the differential surface area 
ds. 
It should be noted that P(w), given by equation (51) can be regarded as the 
available noise power a t  the receiving antenna in the frequency interval between f 
and f + Af. On the other hand, from an elementary antenna theory (KRAUS, 
1950), if the receiving antenna is properly oriented for maximum response, the 
available noise power P ( w )  can be given by 
where p o ( w )  is the time average Poynting vector a t  the position of the receiving 
antenna and A, = (A2)/!& is the effective area of the antenna, with a, being the 
solid angle through which all of the power radiated would stream if the power per 
unit solid angle equaled the maximum value of radiation intensity over the beam 
area. 
In  order to determine p(o, 2,) from equation (49) the source region V,, which is 
determined by the beam area of the receiving antenna, must be specified and the 
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jntegrand must be expressed as a function of conveniently chosen coordinate vari- 
ables. Although the parameter ZED was expressed in spherical coordinate variables 
(r, 8, cp)  in the previous section it is not difficult to see that the integration can 
conveniently be introduced with respect to the solid angle, subtended a t  the observa- 
tion point, instead of carrying out the volume integration in a spherical coordinate 
system as in equation (49) ; this is illustrated in the following discussion. 
(b) 
Fig. 1. Coordinate system and definition of variables. (a) Geomagnetic spherical 
coordinate system. (h) Geometrical relation between the source points xu' and the 
observation points xu. 
If dQ and dQa denote, respectively, the differential solid angle subtended a t  the 
origin (the center of the Earth) and a t  the observation point (on the surface of the 
Earth) by a source located at s,', then it is not difticult to see that with the aid of 
of Pig. 1 
R2dQa 
= r2 dQ, 
I(n . (53) 
where u,'(x,') is the radial unit vector at  the source point. The radial component 
of the noise power flow density received by the antenna located on the surface of 
the Earth may be given as follo~~s, with the aid of equation (49) : 
wlier 
n(z,, x,') . la (n; ) cos yo y(2,, x,') = 1 - 
l ~ ( ~ a ,  5,') . u,'(xa')I COS YO' (55) 
and !2, is the solid angle representing the beam area of the receiving antenna and 
r = a f h is used in the derivation. Tlie angles yo and yof appearing in equation 
55 are those between n and u, aiid between n axid u,' respectively, and they are 
related geometrically as is shown in Pig. 1. 
If an antenna of sufficiently small beam area is used for measurement, some 
approximation can be made in equation (54). That is to say, if Q, is sufficiently 
small, then the unit vector n(za, xuf) may be considered as a constant vector within 
the solid angle Q,, and may be replaced by la(x,, q,), where q, is the representative 
source point lying on the axis of !2, and the factor y given in equation (55) becomes 
independent of the source point xuf also. Therefore from equations (52) and (54), the 
expression for tlie available noise power a t  the receiving antenna is 
and - 
I' = (1 - fi12)lll(h) + (1 - fi22)122(h) + (1 - fi32)133(h) - 2filfi2112(h). (58) 
It is observed that for tlie case of a vertical incident measuremerit, ul = u,', 
fi, = 1 and 75, = fi, = 0, so that Po = 12, + I,, aiid 9 = 1. Consequently the 
available thermal noise power at  the receiving antenna per unit bandwidtli, Po( f),  
for tlie case of vertical incident nieasnrement may be given by 
It is interesting to note that for a special case I" = 0 (corresponding to the absence 
of a geomagnetic field), I,, = I,, = 1 and Po = 2. Furthermore, if Z2 < 1, tlieii 
equation (59) is reduced essentially to tlie same form as that used by many workers 
(PAWSEY et al., 1951; GAEDNER, 1954; DOWDEN, 1960; LITTLE et al., 1961; DAVIS, 
1960; WHITEHEAD, 1959). 
5. CONCLUDING RENARICS 
Tlie attentioii Bas been focused in the present study on the effect of colliding 
electroils under the assumption that the effect of tlie motion of ions in tlie region 
of tlie ionosphere of interest is negligible. 
The general expressioi~s derived for w,, tlie thermal noise power generated per 
unit volume, per unit bandwidth, from any given source region V, of tlie ionosphere, 
aiid for Po(f), tlie available thermal power per unit bandwidth received at the 
detectiiig antenna due to tlie radiation from V,, are valid for all frequency ranges 
and for most regions of interest i11 tlie ionosphere, i.e. where tlie electron collision 
process plays a major role. Once S/T, is specified, the profiles of To@), No(h) and 
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~ ( h )  obtained from the experimental observations (NICOLET, 1959; THOMAS, 1959; 
BANE, 1960n, 1960b; ATAEV, 1969; XCHLAPP, 1959) can be used for the evaluation 
of w, and Po(f) .  Thus the detailed information ivith regard to the spectral distri- 
bution of the thermal energy radiated from the ionosphere can be obtained with 
the aid of a numerical integration of the expressions clerivecl in the present paper. 
It is indeed desirable that the present theory be tested and verified with some 
sort of experimental observation, e.g. a laboratory experiment. In  other words, if 
the ionospheric plasma condition can be realistically represented with a laboratory 
experiment, then it will permit a study of the characteristics of thermal radiation 
in great detail and a test of the soundness of the present theory. 
It should be pointed out that the present analysis may not be as rigorous as a 
nlicroscopic treatment using the Boltzmann transport equation with the proper 
collision integral. However, this nlethod of analysis does offer a simple and direct 
way of analyzing the thermal radiation from an anisotropic ionized inediunl and 
its radiation characteristics. 
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Abstract-A theoretical observation of the characteristics of ionospheric thermal radiation 
is made using a linear theory, based on a macroscopic concept with the aid of fluctuatmg 
electromagnetic field theory. The thermal noise power generated in the ionosphere per m i t  
volume, per unit frequency bandwidth, and the available thermal noise power a t  a receiving 
antenna per unit frequency bandwidth are calculated. The spectral distributions of ionospheric 
thermal radiation are obtained and discussed in detail. 
A study of the calculated power level of the thermal noise generated in the ionosphere shows 
that it is esceedingly low and decreases rather rapidly with an increase of frequency f. A large 
portion of the noise signal generated appears to be in the frequency range off < lo7  c/s, with 
the microwave noise si,gnal being negligible, and appears to come mainly from the region between 
60 lim and 100 lm of the ionosphere. Furthermore, the study reveals that the available noise 
power a t  a receiving antenna depends upon the geographical location of the antenna in general 
and that the power level is higher in the equatorial zone than in the polar cap zone. 
For a noise signal frequency of less than lo8 c/s, the power level increases monotonically 
with an increase of polar angle 0 from 0 = 0 and reaches its maximum value a t  0 = 90°, where 
it is a t  least a hundred times greater than a t  0 = 0. For a noise si,aal with a frequency o f  
109 c/s, the available noise power has its masimum a t  0 E 50°, where the power level is com- 
parable to that of a noise &pal with a frequency of lo6 c/s. For a noise signal of a frcq~aency 
above 5 x lo9  c/s, the an,wlar dependence disappears. 
IN A recent theoretical study made by the author on ionospheric thermal radiaLion, 
the expressions for w,, the thermal noise power generated per unit volume, per unit 
frequency bandwidth, and for Po, the available noise power at  the receiving a i~ tema 
per unit frequency bandwidth for the case of vertical incident measurement, have 
been derived, based on a macroscopic concept with the aid of the fluctuating eleetru- 
magnetic field theory using the Maxwell-Langevin equations. It is the purpose of the 
present paper to estimate theoretically the radiation characteristics of ionospheric 
thermal noise by investigating the expressions for w, and Po with the aid of experi- 
mentally observed available data (e.g. LEGALLEY and ROSEN, 1964; JACKSON and 
~ N E ,  1959; JACKSON and SEDDON, 1958) for the profile of the electron number 
density. 
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The expressions for wo and Po are given as follo~vs (the derivation of these expres- 
sions is presented in HSIEH (196G)) : 
and 
where 
r = a + h .  (3) 
I n  the above expressions, r  and 8 are the radial and polar angular variables, 
respectively, in the geomagnetic polar coordinate system whose origin is located a t  the 
center of the Earth. The electronic charge e is taken as a negative value and m is the 
electronic mass. o, and o, are the electron plasma and gyrofrequencies, respectively, 
and o is the angular frequency of the noise signal under consideration. c is the speed 
of light in vacua and eo is the dielectric constant of vacuum. h  is the height above 
sea level; f is the radiation frequency; a  is the radius of the Earth; N is the magnet- 
ization of the Earth; and k is the Boltzmann constant. Finally No, To and Y are 
electronic number density, temperature and collision frequency, respectively. 
2. ASYMPTOTIC EXPRESSIONS 
When the radius of the Earth a  is taken as 6370 Irm and the magnetization of the 
Earth M is taken as (0.935)/(4~) A/m2 (MORGAN, 1959), the factor G(o, r )  given in 
equation (3) can be approximated by 
Consequently G is practically invariant with respect to h  for the range of height up to 
200 lcm. On the other hand, Z, being equal to v(h)/w, varies considerably wit11 h  in 
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the same region of the ionospliere. It is of interest to note that x&en the parameters 
Z and G satisfy the follo~viilg conditions : 
4Z2 < 1, 3 < G2 (Case A) 
or 
( 5 4  
4Z2 < 1, 4G2 < 1 (Case B), (5b) 
Equation (1) takes the folloxving simple form: 
On the other Band, for 1 Ah1 < h,, equation (2) takes the following form: 
where the subscripts 3 and 4 are introdnced in w, and Po to indicate the fact that 
Case A and Case B are being considered respectively. Furthermore, for the region of 
the ionosphere between 85 lim aiid 200 km, the range of frequency which satisfies the 
conditions (5a) and (5b) can be given as follows: 
1.6 inc 5 f l 42 me, for Case A 
14 kmc I f, for Case B. 
Thus equations (6a) and (7a) can be regarded as the asymptotic expressions for w, and 
Po for the radio-frequency range and equations (Gb) aiid (7b) are the asymptotic 
expressions for the microwave-frequency range respectively. 
It is easily seen that once the electron temperature To, number density No and 
collision frequency v are known, calculation of the quantities w, and Po is straight- 
forward. Unfortunately tlle exact knowledge of To, No and v as functions of position 
is not available a t  the present time. In view of the fact that many of the results of 
radio observation can be explained by assuming that the ionosphere is horizontally 
stratified, that is, that the electron density and collision frequency are f~~nctions only 
of the height h, this assumption is adopted for the present investigation. Furthermore, 
it is assumed that under the thermal equilibrium conditions the electron temperature 
To is equal to the background gas temperattzre T,. The midday mean electron 
number density profile N(h), based on seven experimental observations-one by 
partial reflection technique, two by cross-modulation technique and four by rocket 
experiment--is used for the D-region (GO km-90 km) and the other profiles, based on 
two roclcet observations, are used for the height range between 90 km and 180 km. 
The value of the average electron collision frequency 1) with the neutral particles 
and ions can be given approximately as follows: 
v = (v?,L) + (YE,), (10) 
wliere (v,,) and (vEi) denote the average electron collisioii frequency with neutral 
particles and with ions respectively (e.g. SHKAROFSKY, 1961). They are given in 
terms of atmospheric parameters as follows : 
(vm(h)) = 1-9944n,,To x lo-', for h 5 180 Icm, (11) 
wliere ndI is the number density of air, and 
(v,~) = 8.375N log n x ~ O - ~ / T ; / ~  (12) 
with 
A = 1.24 x lo7  (T:/N)1'2, (13) 
wliere N is the ion density and To is the electron temperature. In  tlie present calcula- 
tion i t  is assumed tliat No = N and To = T,. v, given in equation (lo), is calculated 
with the aid of tabulated data for and T, (e.g. IIALLB~N-BIJI, 1961). Tlie mks 
system of units is employed in the present study. 
I I I I / / / I  
I o4 lo6 lo8 1010 1oi2 
RADIATION F R E Q U E N C Y ,  f ( I /set) 
The results of calculation of tlie noise power spectrum show that for a given value 
of 8 and h, wo decreases with an increase in f as shown in Pig. 1 except in the vicinity 
off = lo9 c/s. The rate of decrease is higher in the h.f. range than in the 1.f. range. 
There is a hump, i.e. a relative ~ninimum and a relative maximum, in the range 
Fig. 1. The frequency spectrum of the thermal energy vol~une density 
with height as parameter for 0 = 45". 
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108 < f < 6 x lo9 c/s and this hump appears to be largest for 0 = 45" and it tends to 
disappear for 0 = 90". 
It is of interest to note that for the frequency range specified by the inequalities 
(9a) and (9b), equations (Ga) and (Gb) both suggest tlzat w, is inversely proportional to 
the square of tlie frequency f and directly proportioiial to the square of the collision 
frequency v for the region between S5 km and 200 km of the ionosphere. In  addition, 
a comparison between equations (6a) and (Gb) shows that at  a given height 72, since 
dwo,/df = 3dwo,/df, the rate of decrease of w, in the 11.f. range is three times greater 
than in the 1.f. range (e.g. see the case of h = 100 km in Fig. 1). Tllus the observatioil 
made in Fig. 1 on the behaviour of w, can be predicted quite well by the asymptotic 
expressions for w, given by equations (Ga) and (Gb). It should be pointed out, however, 
that equations (Ga) and (Gb) are not applicable for a frequency range in the vicinity of 
f = lo9 c/s and therefore a prediction of the beliaviour of w, in this region has to be 
made by studying equation (1). 
On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 2, for a given f 5 108 c/s, Po increases rapidly 
wit11 an increase of 8 in the region 0 5 0 I 20" and increases gradually in the region 
L I I 
0 30" 6 0" 9 0'
P O L A R  ANGLE, B 
Fig. 2. The polar angular spectrum of available noise power a t  the receiving 
antenna per unit frequency bandwidth from the source lying bet-ween 
60 lrln and 180 lim. 
6 > 20°, tlien reaches its maximum value a t  8 = 90". For a given f > 7.5 x lo9 c/s, 
Po becomes independent of 0. However, for the noise signal with f = lo9 c/s, Po 
increases gradually from 0 = 0 to about 30°, then increases rather rapidly to reacli 
its maximum value a t  about 0 = 50°, and finally decreases as 8 increases further. 
The values of Po in tlie region of 0 = 0 and in the vicinity of 8 = 90" are about the 
same. The maximum value of P, at 0 = 50" for f = lo9 c/s is comparable to that 
for f = lo6 c/s. It should be noted that the asymptotic expression (7b) which 
predicts P, for the micro~vave range is independent of 8, while equation (7a) indicates 
that Po, for the radio-frequency range, does depelid upon 19 in the manner specified by 
equation ( 8 ) ,  mliich is consistent with the above observation made on the behaviour of 
Po in Fig. 2. 
5 .  CONCLUSIONS 
The spectral distribution of ionospheric thermal noise power has been obtained. 
At a given position (h, 6) in the ionosphere there is a t  least ten thousand times more 
thermal noise power per unit volume, per unit frequency bandwidth, generated in the 
frequency range 5 x lo4 <f I lo6 c/s than in the range f 2 lo9 c/s. w,, the thermal 
noise power generated per unit volume, per unit frequency bandwidth, decreases 
monotonically with an increase in the height h, which is reasonable in view of the fact 
that the electronic collision process plays a major role in the type of radiation under 
consideration, and since the collision frequency ~ ( h )  decreases with an increase in 
height. zoo appears to be independent of the polar angle 8 except for the case of 
f = 109 c/s in ~vliich it has its maximum value a t  6 = 45". 
The observation of the spectrum of the available noise power a t  the receiving 
antenna Po(f, 6), per unit frequency bandwidth, with the source regions between 
60 km and 180 km of the ionosphere, shows that in general i t  decreases with an 
increase of the frequency f and increases with an increase of the polar angle 6. 
It should be pointed out that most of the uncertainty in the present calculation 
arises from a lack of complete linowledge concerning the electron temperature and the 
electron distribution function. Furthermore, the results shown above are based on the 
ideal assumption of a illaxwellian distribution, and equal electron and gas tempera- 
tures. Consequently the results of the present study should be regarded as a good 
qualitative analysis of the thermal radiation from the ionosphere rather than a 
rigorous quantitative analysis. 
The calculations indicate that the power level of the thermal radiation originating 
in the ionosphere is indeed exceedingly low, a fact ~vliich is commonly believed. Por 
example, a t  6 = 90° for f = lo5 c/s, Po is of the order of W c/s and for f = lo6 
c/s, it is of the order of W CIS, which might not be detectable without the aid of 
an exceedingly sensitive detecting system. However, it is of interest to observe the 
dependence of Po on the polar angle 8, as well as on the radiation frequency f. 
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Cutoff conditions for transverse circularly polarized electromagnetic 
waves in a finite temperature electro-magneto-ionie medium 
H. C. HSIEH 
Electron Physics Laboratory, Department of Electrical Engineering, 
The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, U.S.A. 
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Abstract-The dispersion relation for wave propagation in a homogeneous, electrically neutral 
electron gas subject to crossed static electric and magnetic fields is derived using the coupled 
Maxwell-Boltzmam-Vlasov equations. The cutoff condition for transverse circularly polasined 
electromagnetic waves is obtained from the derived dispersion relation. The variation of tho 
cutoff frequency oo with the static electric field E,, magnetostatic field B,, the electron e1~11nlm.- 
density N and the electron gas temperature T is discussed. For example it is shown tihat fir s 
given value of Bo and N, either a decrease of the electron gas temperature T or an increase of 
static electric field Eo will cause the cutoff frequency of the left-hand circularly polarized wave 
to increase while the cutoff frequency of the right-hand circularly polarized wave decreases. 
A possible application of the theory to the study of electr~ma~metic wave propagat,ion in tho 
region of ionospheric plasma, where both static electric and static magnetic fields are prescnt, is 
indicated. 
IT IS well known that the propagation of electromagnetic waves in a magneGoioni6 
medium can be characterized by the Appleton equation. A detailed discussion on 
this subject has been given by RATCLIFFE (1969). The magnetoionic medium is 
defined as one in which free electrons and heavy ions are situated in a uniform 
magnetic field and are distributed with statistical uniformity, so that there is IZO 
resultant space charge. 
The cutoff conditions for the circularly polarized electromagnetic wave in a 
cold plasma have been discussed in detail by HEALD and WHARTON (1 965). Recently, 
in the course of investigating the effect of a transverse static electric field on the 
propagation of t l ~ e  circularly polarized electromagnetic wave in a finite temperatwe 
plasma, this author (NSIEH, 1966) has shown that the presence of a static eleckric 
field may cause the cutoff frequency of the electromagnetic wave to shift. The 
purpose of this paper, therefore, is to discuss the cutoff conditons for the eircular13r 
polarized waves in a homogeneous, electrically neutral electron gas, subjected to 
crossed electrostatic and magnetostatic fields. This system is referred to as the 
electro-magneto-ionic medium. The thermal motion of an electron is considered 
although ion motion and collision effects are assumed to be negligible. The presenk 
discussion is based on a small-amplitude, one-dimensional analysis in which aliB 
time-varying quantities are assumed to have harmonic dependence of the form: 
exp [ j (wt  - kx)], where w and k are the wave angular frequency and propagation 
constant respectively. x and t denote, respectively, the spatial and time variables. 
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Consider all quantities of interest to be composed of two parts; the time-indepen- 
dent part denoted by the subscript "0" and the time-dependent part denoted by 
the subscript "I", e.g. the magaetic flux density B and electric field intensity E are 
writtell as 
B = B,(x) + Bl(x, t) and E = Eo(z) -I- El(x, t )  
and the electron distribution function f is written as 
f = fo(2, V) + fl@, V, 0. 
Suppose that the applied static electric field E, and magnetostatic field B, are 
directed along the positive y- and positive x-directions respectively. 
The dynamic electromagnetic fields in the electron gas are governed by Maxwell's 
field equation, which is expressed in the following manner: 
where c = l/l/(p,~,) is the speed of light ill free space, and po and E, denote the 
permeability and dielectric constant of vacuum; d3v = (v, dv, dp) dv,) is a volume 
element in velocity space. On the other hand, the electron distribution is described 
by the Boltzmann-Vlasov equation, which is written as 
a jafl) . +(;: ( j ( w  - kv,) + w, - fl - a - + -- e9* - a - - - - e-j* 
a9  ) ( ~ , a ,  v, j afl) ? 
where 
v, = v, cos p), vy = vT sin p). (3) 
Here E- and E+ denote the left- and right-hand circularly polarized compoilents of 
electric field respectively. El, is the lollgitudiilal con~ponent of electric field. w, is 
the electron cyclotron frequency. 
Suppose that the time-varying distributioil function fl is written in the form. 
fib, t, up, us, p)) = f-(2, t, v,, va)ejp + f+(z, t ,  up, v,)e-j" + g(x, t, v,, v,), (4) 
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in wlGch the first, second and third terms of the right-hand side can be regarded as the 
left-lzand circularly polarized, the right-hand circularly polarized wave, and the 
longitudinal coml~onellts of the distribution function respectively. Then in view of 
the fact that equation (2) must be valid for an arbitrary value of v, the substitution 
of equation (4) into equatioll(2) yields a system of equations, expressing the functions 
f-, f+ and g in terms of the electric field components E-, E+ and El, as follows: 
where 
e 
---a_- 
Ic1I = , k12 = O ,  k13 = b(b -i- Wz) (b  + a,) 
Upon combining equations (1) a,nd (5), the following set of algebraic equations govern- 
ing the electric field components is obtained: 
where 
wu,efo2v(kl,e~29 + k,, + k3,ei9) dp, dv, dvz7 
in which 1, p,  and q take the va,lues of 1, 2, and 3. The coefficie~lts k,, are given in 
equations (6). 
I t  should be noted that equatioils ( 7 )  indicate the possibility of coupling between the 
characteristic modes. Once the time-independent distribution function fo is known, 
then the coefficieilts Ic,, are determined so that R,, can be evaluated. fo, which must 
satisfy the time-independent part of the Boltzmann-Vlasov equation for the case of a 
homogeneous, electrically neutral electroil gas subjected to crossed static electric and 
magnetic fields, can be written in a Maxwellian form as follows : 
The dispersion relatioil for the system is readily given from equation ( 7 )  and is 
expressed as 
where o: 3 (nz/21CT) and u = (Eo/Bo). I< is the Boltzmann constant, T and 26 denote 
the temperature and drift velocity of an electroil respectively, and no is the normaliza- 
tion constant. 
Based on equation (9) the elements of the determinant in dispersion relation (8) 
can be given as follows: 
D(a, k ,  = 
8X 6 Y 
= - [ ( 1  - -) + ; (1 - - 
(1 - v )  2 l + Y  
1 - 1 )  El, 4 3  
R 2 1  2 - I) R23 
As, R32 ( R 3 3  - I 1  
= 0. (8) 
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where 
and provided that 
d2 < 1, y2 < 1 and Il/(av,)(l Y)I4 > 1. (11) 
The assumptioil that conditions (1 1) are satisfied is equivalent to assuming that the 
drift velocity u is much smaller than the thermal velocity, while the thermal velocity 
is much smaller than the phase velocity of the transverse electromagnetic wave. 
It is of interest to note that as 6 -+ 0, R,,+ 0, wlleil p # q, so that the off- 
diagonal terms of the determinant in equation (8) vanish, which suggests that the 
coupling between the modes disappears. In  this case equation (8) becomes 
(311 - l)(R2, - l W 3 3  - 1) = 0, (12) 
which in turn yields tlwee dispersion equations for the uncoupled characteristic 
modes, as shown in equation (13) : 
Equations (13) are, rspectively, the dispersion equations for the left-hand circularly 
polarized wave, the right-hand circularly polarized wave, and the longitudinal 
plasma oscillation. It should be noted that as y -+ 0, wllicll is the case when T -+ 0, 
equations (13a) and (13b) are reduced to the familar expression in the cold-plasma 
magnetoionic theory. 
3. THE CUTOFF CONDITIONS FOR THE TRANSVERSE ELECTRO- 
MAGNETIC WAVES 
The cutoff of electromagnetic wave propagation occurs when its propagation 
constant k becomes zero, in which case = 0 and y = 0 so that, from equation (lo), 
R13 = R,, = R3, = R,, = 0. Equation (8) becomes 
- 1)(r22 - - r12r211(R33 - = (I4) 
where r,, is the value of R,, for 1 = 0 and y = 0. Therefore the cutoff conditions 
for the transverse electromagnetic wave are given by 
(~11 - l l ( ~ 2 ,  - 1) - r12r21 = 0, 
which can be conveiliently written as 
where y, = (w,/w,) is the ratio of the electron cyclotron frequency m, to the electron 
plasma frequency w ,  and R: = (w,/co,) with w, being the cutoff frequency of the 
transverse electromagnetic wave. Once the values of y, and 6 are specified, equation 
(16)  can be solved for z so that (m,,/co,) is determined. However, the variation of coo 
with respect to 6 can easily be observed with the aid of a graphical method illustrated 
below : 
- I  
0 I 2 3 
X 
Fig. 1. Illustration of graphical solution of equation (16). 
Let P,(z)  be the left-hand side and P,(x) be the right-hand side of equation (16).  
If F ,  vs. x and P, vs. x are plotted in the same plane, as illustrated in Fig. 1, then the 
intersections of the two plots provides the real roots of equation (16). Once yo is 
given, the curve of P,(x) is determined, and if 6 is also specified, then F,(x) is com- 
pletely determined. Thus the intersection point of the two plots is readily determined. 
I t  should be noted that when 6 = 0 the .PI curve coincides with the z-axis, and if its 
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i~ztersectioils with the P, curve are denoted by z, and x,, then they are given by 
2, = 
-Yo + .\/(yo" 44) 
and 2, = Y o  4- A / ( Y O ~  4- 4 )  2 2 
z ,  determines o,,, the cutoff frequency of the left-hand circularly polarized wave, and 
'4 
0 2 4 6 8 10 
y 2 %  
0' up 
Fig. 2. The plot of (wo/w,) vs. (w,/w,) with 6 as parameter. 
x, determines coo,, the cutoff frequency of the right-hand circularly polarized wave. 
It is easily seen from Fig. 1 that an increase in the parameter 6 leads to an increase in 
o,,, but to  a slight decrease in coo,. Numerical illustration of equation (16) is given in 
Figs. 2-4. The normalized cutoff frequency z = (oo/co,)  as a function of the norma- 
lized cyclotron frequency yo = (co,lw,) for various values of the parameter 6 = 
( ? n / 2 K T ) ( E O 2 / B o 2 )  is shown in Pig. 2. The plot of 2 vs. 6 for various values of yo is 
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shown in Fig. 3, and the plot of (w,/o,) vs. (w,/w,) for various values of 6 is shown in 
Fig. 4. 
It is of interest to observe that in Fig. 2 q increases with yo while x, decreases 
with yo in the range of small yo, for the case 6 > 0.1, and increases with yo in the 
range of large yo, A cliaiige in the value of 6 appears to affect the value of x, signi- 
ficantly, but has only a slight effect on x,. The variation of z, with 6 for a given value 
of yo is shown in Fig. 3, x, appears to increase ~ v i t l ~  6 faster for the larger value of yo 
than for the small value of yo. It is observed in Fig. 4 that for a given Bo and 6, the 
cutoff frequency of transverse electromagnetic waves increases with the electron 
density monotonically. I11 view of the fact that 6 is proportional to the square of the 
static electric field E, and inversely proportional to the temperature T, the above 
observations suggest that for a given B, either a decrease i11 T or an increase in E, 
will cause w,, to  increase while w,, decreases slightly in tlie range of the value of yo 
chosen. 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
It should be noted that the cutoff frequency w, in the cutoff condition, equation 
(16), is expressed in terms of the electron cyclotron frequency w,, the electron 
plasma frequency o,, and 6 which is the square of the ratio of the electron drift 
velocity (E,/B,) to the thernlal velocity 2/(21iT/?n). Since w, is proportioiial to the 
static magnetic field B, aiid w, is proportional to 2/N, with N being the number 
density, equation (16) gives the relation between coo, E,, B,, N and T. Suppose that 
E,, B,, and N are lci~own in the region of an electron gas under coiisideratioii; 
then by observing the cutoff frequency of a circularly polarized electromagnetic wave, 
tlie temperature T of the electron gas can be, in principle, determined with the aid 
of equation (16). This suggests a possible diagnostic technique for the measurement 
of electron gas teniperature. 
On the other hand, most analyses of electromagnetic wave propagation in the 
ionospheric plasma in the past appear to have been concerned primarily with the 
effect of the Earth's magnetic field, but little or no attention has been given to the 
effect of static electric field which may be present in the ionosphere. However, the 
existence of electrostatic fields in the ionosphere aiid magnetosphere has beell 
postulated by various workers in the studies of various ionosplieric phenomena, for 
example, in the formation of P-region irregularities (e.g. DAGG, 1957 ; FARLEY, 1959, 
1960 ; SPREITER and BRIGGS, 1961). 
The method of analysis developed i11 tlzis paper can be profitably applied to the 
investigation of transverse circularly polarized electromagiietic wave propagation 
along the geomagnetic field line in the ionospheric plasma in svhich the presence of a 
transverse static electric field may be important. For example, a whistler propagating 
along the geomagnetic field line between two llemispheres might encounter a region 
of the ionosphere or magnetosphere in which a static electric field is perpendicular 
to the geomagnetic field. Then a natural question arises as to what is the effect of 
this static electric field on tlie propagation characteristics of electromagnetic waves, 
if there is any? To answer tlzis type of question e.g. dispersion equation (8) together 
with equations (10) can be used. 
Furthermore it should be pointed out that it is not difficult to extend the present 
method of analysis to include the effect of ion motion, as well as collisions. I n  this 
case the element R,, in equations 10 and the cutoff condition will be modified. The 
application of the theory developed in this paper to the ionospheric plasma is to be 
considered in detail in a future paper. 
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propagation in a warm magneto-ionic me&um 
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Abstract-The dispersion equation for a whistler mode propagation in a warm plasma, subjected 
to parallel static electric and magnetic fields, is derived by using a linearized coupled Vlasov- 
Maxwell equation., From the derived dispersion equation, the amplitude constant u and phase 
constant /3 of the whistler mode are expressed in terms of static electric field Eo, static magnotre 
field Bo, the electron number density No, the electron temperature and the wave angular 
frequency w. The effect of a weak static electric field on the propagation of a whistler nlode is 
investigated in detail; the whistler mode may be amplified or attenuated according to whet,her 
Eo and Bo are in the same direction or in the opposite direction. The spatial rate of change of 
the wave amplitude and phase velocity of the whistler mode increase with IE0l in general, 
For a low-frequency wave propagation, u is directly proportional to Eo, w, and No, and inversely 
proportional to B:. 
A whistler mode propagation in the magnetosphere is also considered. The results of study 
show that the effects of a static electric field on the propagation characteristic of a whistlor mode 
are likely to be more important in the region of low geomagnetic latitude and high altitude 
rather than in the high latitude region. 
MOST analyses of electromagnetic wave propagation in the ionospheric plasma in the 
past appear to have been concerned primarily with the effect of the earth's magnetic 
field (e.g. RATCLIFFE, 1959, GNZBURG and BUDDEN, 1961), but little or no atkention 
has been given to the effect of a static electric field which may be present in the 
ionosphere. This is perhaps because, in general, the static electric field effects were 
presumed to be small. However the existence of a static electric field in the ionos- 
phere or magnetosphere has been postulated by various workers in the studies of 
various ionospheric phenomena, for example, in the formation of P-region irregulari- 
ties (DAGG, 1957; ALFVEN, 1964; WILLMORE, 1966). It is also believed that the 
existence of turbulence in the magnetosphere must necessarily lead to the existence 
of a weak static electric field along the direction of the magnetostatic field in %he 
steady state (REID, 1965). Recently the experimental evidence of electrostatic 
field in auroral ionosphere has been reported by MOZER and BRUSTON (1967); e.g., 
the component of the d.c. electric field along the magnetic field direction had a 
magnitude as large as 20 mV/m. The importance of electric fields to magnetospheric 
and ionospheric phenomena appears to be well established by experiment and theory. 
In  view of the above, a natural question arises as to what, if any, is the effeck of an 
electrostatic field on the propagating electromagnetic wave along the eil,rtTEa7s 
magnetic field line in the ionospheric plasma. The answer to this question will be of 
interest since the electromagnetic wave under consideration might be of a man-made 
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radio signal used in a communication or used as a diagilostic tool for probing the 
plasma condition. It might also be of a radio noise of natural origin, such as whistler 
or v.1.f. emission, propagating in the ionosphere. 
The whistler mode propagation tlirough the ionospheric plasma has been dis- 
cussed in detail by a number of workers (STOREY, 1953; RATCLIFFE, 1959; HELLI- 
WELL and MORGAN, 1959; SMITH, 1961; SCARP, 1962; GALLET, 1964; HELLIWELL, 
1965). On the other hand, the effect of a static electric field on the longitudinal 
propagation of circularly polarized waves in a finite temperature magneto-plasma 
has been investigated by this author. It is found that the presence of a transverse 
static electric field causes the cutoff frequency of the electromagnetic wave to shift 
(HSIEH, 1967n); in addition, it leads to a coupling of the longitudinal mode to a 
transverse circularly polarized mode (HSIEH, 1967b), whereas the presence of a 
longitudinal static electric field may significantly affect the amplitude and phase of 
the electromagnetic waves. 
The purpose of this paper, therefore, is to discuss in detail the effect of a longi- 
tudinal static electric field upon the ~vliistler mode propagation in the magneto-ionic 
medium, as defined by RATCLIFEE (1959). The thermal motion of an electron is 
considered although ion motion and collision effects are assumed to be negligible. 
The present discussion is based on a small-amplitude, one-dimensional analysis in 
which all time-varying quantities are assumed to have harmonic dependence of the 
form exp [j(ot - kx)], where o and k are the wave angular frequency and propaga- 
tion constant respectively. x and t denote, respectively, the spatial and time 
variables. 
2. DISPERSION RELATION 
Consider all quantities of interest to be composed of two parts; the time-inde- 
pendent part denoted by the subscripts 'O', and the time-dependent part denoted by 
the subscript 'l', e.g., the magnetic flux density B and electric field intensity E are 
written as 
B = B,(z) $ Bl(z, t) and E = E,(z) + El@, t) 
and the electron distribution function f is written as 
f = fo(G V) + fl(% V, t). 
Suppose that the static electric field E, and the magnetostatic field B, are both 
directed along the positive z-direction. The dynamic electromagnetic fields in the 
electron gas are governed by Maxwell's field equation, which is expressed in the 
following manner : 
where c = 1/2/(poso) is the speed of light in free space, and p, and e, denote the 
permeability and dielectric constant of vacuum ; d3v = (v, dv, dg, dv,) is a volume 
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element in velocity space. On the other hand, the electron &stribution is described 
by the Vlasov equation, which is written as 
(2) 
where 
EF = 4 ,  FE l ,  B, = W1, F jBlw), 
v, = vr cos y, v, = v, sin y. (3) 
Here E- and E+ denote the left and right-hand circularly polarized components of 
electric field respectively. El, is the longitudinal component of electric field. o, is 
the electron cyclotron frequency. 
Suppose that the time-varying distribution function fl is written in the form 
in which the first, second and third terms of the right-hand side can be regarded as 
the left-hand circularly polarized, the right-hand circularly polarized, and the 
longitudinal components of the distribution function respectively. Then in view of 
the fact that equation (2) must be valid for an arbitrary value of y, the substitution 
of equation (4) into equation (2) yields a system of equations, expressing the function 
f-, f+ and g in terms of the electric field components E-, E+ and El, as follows: 
af- e j(o - kv, + 0,)f- - CG, - = - N-(fo)E-, 
av, m 
For the case where f-, f+ and g have v, dependence of the form e-uevza, in which 
a, = (m/2IZT), they can be expressed explicitly in terms of E-, E+ and El, as 
follows : 
where 
& = ( ~ - - E V , ) ,  E = I c + j I G  and 
Ii and T denote the Boltzmann constant and the electronic temperature respectively. 
Upon substituting equation (6) into equation (4) then combining with equation 
(1) tile following set of equations is obtained: 
e 
vV2 dvV dv, = 0 
l + (we - c2h2) 
and 
Equation (7b) is the dispersion relation for the longitudinal mode. Equation (7a) 
represents the dispersion relation for the transverse circularly polarized modes. 
The upper sign in this equation is taken for tlie left-hand circularly polarized mode 
and the lower sign is for the riglit-hand circularly polarized mode, wliich is of interest 
to the present investigation. Once the time-independent distribution function fo is 
I<nowi~, the indicated integration in equation (7a) can be carried out. fo, which must 
satisfy the time-independent part of the Vlasov equation for the case of a sufficiently 
weak static electric field ill an electrically neutral electron gas, can be written in a 
Maxwellian form as follows : 
where a, = (m/2KT) and No is the electron number density. Substitution of 
equation (8) into equation (7a) yields, for the riglit-hand circ~da~rly polarized mode, 
the following dispersion relation : 
where 
It should be pointed out that the deripatioii of equation (9) iilrrolves an evalnatioil 
of an integral of the forni 
M 
where x = (1 - Y)w/k. 
This integral has been discussed in detail by ~ T I X  (1962) and his result is used 
here. When the term representing the LANDAU or cyclotron damping is neglected 
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and by taking only the first two terlils of its asynlptotic expa.nsion, G,(x) ca,ii be 
given as 
provided that IZ/ct,xI4 > 1 is satisfied. The case where ) l / c t ,x )  < 1 has been discussed 
by SCARF (1962) in connection with the study of LANDAU damping and attenuation 
of whistlers. 
It is of interest to note that when V1 = 0,  equation ( 9 )  is reduced to the familia,r 
dispersion equation in the cold-plasma magneto-ionic theory. 
Equation (9) is a quadratic in k and can be conveniently rearranged as 
where 
and 
For a real wave angular frequency o, the factor P, Q, S ,  and W are real and equation 
(12)  yields two complex roots which can be given as follows: 
where 
In  view of the fact that the time and spatial dependence is assumed to be in the 
form exp [ j ( w t  - kx)],  k given by equation (14a) with the upper sign corresponds 
to the propagation constant of the forward wave, and that with the lower sign 
corresponds to the propagation constant of the backward wave. Moreover a positive 
ct represents the attenuation, wliile a negative ct represents the amplification of the 
wave. Having determined the colnplex propagation constant k,  the variation of 
the amplitude and phase of the wave with respect to various system parameters can 
be examined in detail. For convenience of discussion the amplitude coefficient 
(c t / /3 , )  and phase coefficient (/3//3,), where /3, - ( o l c ) ,  ase expressed as 
(;)=-@z and (i) = not, 
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where 
and 
in which 
and 
It should be noted that the amplitude coefficient (a/@,) is proportional to 6, which in 
turn is proportional to E,. For a whistler mode of interest, (71.)/2 < 1 so that Z > 0. 
Consequently the amplitude constant a can be either positive or negative according 
to whether E, < 0 or E, > 0. In view of the fact that the direction of B, is taken 
in the positive z-direction, which is also that of the wave propagation, E, < 0 means 
that the electrostatic field is directed in the direction opposite to the wave vector, 
while E, > 0 signifies that E, is in the direction of the wave vector. For the case 
a > 0 (i.e., E, < 0) the whistler mode under consideration suffers an attenuation, 
whereas for the case a < 0 (i.e., E, > 0) i t  experiences an amplification. The 
attenuation corresponds to the absorption of whistler mode electromagnetic wave 
energy by the plasma electrons, while the amplification corresponds to the situation 
of extraction of energy from the plasma. 
On the other hand it should be noted that the phase coefficient (/?/Po) is nothing 
but the refractive index (clv,), with v, being the phase velocity of the wave, and no 
representing the refractive index for the case of zero-static electric field, while the 
factor C represents the correction factor due to the presence of the static electric 
field. Thus the effects of E, upon the propagation of the whistler mode under 
consideration are characterized by equation (15a). The numerical illustration of 
equation (15a) is shown in Figs. 1 and 2 for a conveniently chosen set of parameters. 
The variations of the amplitude coefficient (a/@,), and the phase coefficients (@I@,,) 
with the parameters X and Y for a fixed value of 6 and r, are illustrated in Figs. 
l(a) and l(b) respectively. It is observed from Fig. l(a) that (NIP,) increases mono- 
tonically with X when Y is fixed, whereas it decreases as Y increases when X is fixed. 
Moreover the rate of increase of (a//?,) with respect to X decreases as Y increases. 
Thus, Fig. l(a) suggests that the spatial rate of change of the wave amplitude 
increases with the electron number density No when the wave angular frequency o 
and magnetostatic field B, are fixed, whereas it decreases with an increase in the 
strength of the magnetostatic field when No is fixed. 
Figure l(b) indicates that the phase coefficient (j3/@,) increases with X when Y is 
fixed, whereas it decreases as Y increases when X is fixed. Thus, Fig. l(b) suggests 
that tlze phase velocity of the whistler mode under consideration decreases as the 
X 
Fig. 1 (a). The plot of (m/Bo) vs. X with Y as parameter 
for 6 = 6.72 x lop6 and T = 0.672 x 10-6 (or T = 
20OO0K) 
X 
Fig. 1 (b). The plot of (B/pO) vs. X with Y as parameter 
for 6 = 6.72 x and T = 0.672 x (or !I' = 
2O0O0K). 
Fig. 2(a). The plot of (a/&,) VS. 6 with 7 as parameter 
for X = 16.0 and Y = 1.1. 
S/S, 
Fig. 2(b). The plot of (,9/3,) vs. 6 with 7 as parametor 
for X = 16-0 and Y = 1.1. 
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electron number density N ,  increases when o and B, are fixed, whereas it increases as 
B, increases when N,  is fixed. 
On the other hand, the variatioil of (o./P,) and (PIP,) with the parameters 6 and T 
for a fixed value of X and P is shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) respectively. It is ob- 
served from Pig. 2(a) that (alp,) is directly proportional to the parameter 6 and it 
increases with T wlien 6 is fixed. Thus, Fig. 2(a) suggests that the spatial rate of 
change of the wave amplitude increases proportionally wit11 E, wlien No, B,, o and T 
are fixed. Figure 2(b) indicates that (/3//3,) decreases wit11 6 when T is fixed, whereas 
i t  increases with T when 6 is fixed. Figure 2(b) thus suggests that for a given value of 
No, B,, and o ,  the phase velocity of the whistler mode increases with IE,I when T 
is fixed, whereas it decreases as T increases when E, is fixed. 
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) together tend to suggest that the presence of an electro- 
static field in the system may modify both the amplitude and phase of tlie whistler 
mode under consideration significantly. On the other hand, a change in the electron 
temperature T appears to have only little effect upon the amplitude, but significant 
effect on the phase of the whistler mode. 
It is of interest to note that when the parameters X, Y, and T are such that 
1 < Y <X and I;Y/Y3[ < 117, (16) 
equations (15) yield 
(./A) = -$6o2/ l  and (,9//lo) = oJ(y2  - F) ,
where o = (o,/o,). Equation (17) can also be written as 
and 
which suggests that, for the low frequency whistler mode propagation, the spatial 
rate of change of wave amplikude o. is directly proportional to E,, No, and o, and 
inversely proportional to (3,s). In  other words, for larger No, there will be more 
electrons available for participating in the exchange of energy with tlie electro- 
magnetic wave. On the other hand, the phase velocity v, of the wl~istler mode is 
proportional to ZJ(o) and it, increases as E, increases regardless of the algebraic sign 
of E,, whereas it decreases as the electron temperature l1 increases. 
A class of the electromagnetic wave of natural origin known as 'wl~istler' and 
'v.1.f. emissions' can propagate through the ionosphere and magnetosphere along the 
geomagnetic field line in tlie ~Yhistler mode (HELLIWELL, 1965) when the wave 
frequency o is in the proper range sucli that o < w, < o,. 
The magnetosphere can be regarded as consisting of a neutral (liydrogen) plasma 
imbedded in the geomagnetic field. The baclcground plasma density varies in space 
and time and the field is approximately a dipole subject to small perturbation and 
the distortion of the solar wind. Above the ionosphere (e.g., ZOO0 km) the medium 
is slowly varying electromagnetically in the sense that the change in number density 
No is small in the space of a wavelength (RATCLIPFE, 1959). Therefore, the propaga- 
tion characteristics of the uniform medium which are given in the preceding section 
are applicable locally in the magnetosphere under a quiescent condition. If the path 
integral of the amplitude constant a is assumed to describe the net growth or decay 
of wave amplitude, then the amplification or absorption of power in a wave which 
propagates through a slowly varying medium is given by 
A(&) = -10 log,, [""P 2 4 %  8) ds)] , 
where a is the local amplitude exponent defined by equations (15a) or (Ha), and 
s, $ s I s2 specifies the region where E, and B, are parallel and directed along the 
direction of wave propagation. ds is a differential path length along the geomagnetic 
field line. It should be noted that b: depends on the qua,ntities o,, o,, T and E,, 
which are in turn dependent on position along the path in general. To evaluate the 
integral in equation (19), therefore, a knowledge of the variation of system param- 
eters o,, w,, T, and E, is required. 
If the geomagnetic field is approximated by a pure dipole field, then the whistler 
path is defined by the equation for a field line 
R cos 0 
-=- 
Ro cos 0,' 
where (RIR,) is the radial distance in earth radii, 0 is the geomagnetic latitude, 8, is 
the latitude of the path at  the earth's surface and R, is the radius of the earth. The 
electron cyclotron frequency along this path has the form 
where o,, is its equatorial value (= 5.50 x loG cos6 rad./sec). 
As for the electron plasma frequency variation along this path the so-called 
"gyro-frequency model" has been used by several authors (STOREY, 1953 ; GALLET, 
1959; S ~ T H ,  1961; DOWDEN, 1961) in the study of whistlers. In  this model i t  is 
assumed that the electron density tends to be prop~rtiona~l to the strength of the 
earth's magnetic field, i.e., 
COD2 = K O , ,  P2) 
where K is a constant which, in general, may depend on 0,. Equation (22) represents 
a good empirical model for 45" $ 0, I 65". 
On the other hand the electron temperature T within the magnetosphere is not 
uniform in general (CHAFJEAN, 1960) so that T varies a,long the whistler path. 
However for most whistler analyses T has been regarded as constant along the path. 
With regard to the strength and variation of the electrostatic field E, aslong the 
geomagnetic field line, it appears that no experimentally observed data has ever been 
reported in the literature. In  his theoretical estimate REID (1965) showed that if the 
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sou~celevel at  which the electrostatic potential originates were taken at the equatorial 
plane, ~vhieh lies 42560 km above the surface of the earth, measured along the field 
line originating at 65" geomagnetic latitude, then a longitudinal electrostatic field 
will be abont 5 x lo-' V/m throughout the magnetosphere. Nowever this estimate 
does involve a certain amount of guesswork as to the magnitude of source potential. 
Thus using equations (15) and (20), and assuming a uniform temperature and electro- 
static field along the path in the magnetosphere, the absorption or amplification A, 
given by equation (19), can in principle be evaluated. However, for an illustration, 
it is of interest to consider the case in which the wave angular frequency w is much 
smaller than the minimum gyrofrequency along the path, m,,, i.e., w < w,,. If the 
electron temperature T in the magnetosphere is assumed to be in the range between 
2000°11 and 20,000°1C, then the value of (Vl/c) will be in the range between 0.82 x 
10-3 and 2-57 x Since along the whistler path w, < w,, it is not difficult to see 
that the inequalities (16) are satisfied, so that equations (18a) and (18b) are applicable 
to the analysis of the low-frequency components of a whistler or v.1.f. emission in 
the magnetosphere. Consequently, with the aid of equations (21) and (22), equations 
(1%) and (18b) become respectively 
The plot of y(0) vs. 8 (in Fig, 3a) shows that the function y(0) decreases monotonically 
with the geomagnetic latitude 8 from y(0) = 1 to y(45") = 0.01. The value of y(8) 
for 8 > 45" is negligibly small compared to y(0). Consequently equation (23a) 
suggests that the amplitude constant a along the whistler path under consideration 
has a larger value in the lower latitude region, near the equatorial zone, tliaii in the 
high latitude region. 
On the other hand the absorption or amplification along the path, from the 
equatoria.1 plane to a height of h Bm above the earth's surface, can be given by 
equation 19 as 
where 
in which 8, is given by 
cos 8, cos 8, 
-- - 
RO (R, + 16) ' 
8, DEGREES 
Fig. 3(a). The plot of y(0) vs. 0. 
8, 
Fig. 3 (b). The plot of Y (8,) vs. 0,. 
The plot of Y(0,) vs. 0, (in Pig. 3(b)) shows that the functionY(0,) increases mono- 
tonically from 0 a t  0, = 0 to 5-5 x a t  0, = 45", thenY(0,) remains constant for 
8, > 45". 
It should be noted that there is a path which has frequently been considered by 
various workers (e.g., SMITH, 1961; BRICE, 1964; LIEMOHN, 1967) in the study of 
whistlers. It is the path specified by 0, = 60' or R(O = 0) = 4Ro, which gives 
w,, = 8.6 x lo4 rad./sec orf, = 13.7 kclsec. Along this path the value of tc, ~vhich 
appeared in equation 22, can be taken as K = 27r x lo6 rad./sec. Then for the 
frequency range f 2 1 kclsec, equations (23a) and (24) can be used. For an illustra- 
tion, suppose that the electrostatic field along the path is taken as E, = -5 x 
V/m ; then a whistler mode electromagnetic wave with a frequency of one kc/sec 
will suffer an attenuation of 2.64 x 10-l2 neperslm at most. In  this case the absorp- 
tion for 0, = 45" wil l  be 8.03 x lo-' dB which is negligibly small. However, when 
a path with larger values of 0, and E, is considered, both a and A can be increased 
considerably. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
111 considering a whistler mode propagation an attempt has been made to take 
into account the effect of a weak static electric field ~x~l~ich might be present in a 
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warm magneto-ionic medium. The equilibrium distribution function of the electron, 
fa, is assumed to be Blaxnrelliai~. Furthermore, it is also assumed that the static 
electric field E, in the direction of the magnetostatic field B, is sufliciently weak so 
that the drift motion in the direction of wave propagation is small and does not 
modify the distribution function f, significanlly. The drift velocity of electrons due 
to E, is assumed to be negligibly small in comparison to the wave phase velocity. 
Thus the medium under consideration is regarded as essentially stationary under a 
weak static electric field. 
The effect of the presence of electrostatic field on a ~v11istler mode electromagnetic 
wave propagation is characterized by equation (15). The metllod of ailalysis discussed 
in Section 3 is most likely to be adequate for consideration of a whistler mode 
propagation in the magi~etosphere where the collision effect is usually regarded as 
negligible. The application of the theory is illustrated in Section 4 for a low frequency 
wave. The effects of electrostatic field E, on the propagation of these low frequency 
waves is clzaracterized by equation (23), which suggests that the electrostatic field 
effect 011 the amplitude and phase velocity of the whistler mode will likely be more 
significant in the region of low geomagnetic latitude and high altitude rather than in 
the high latitude region. In  view of the lack of knowledge regarding the strength and 
variation of the electrostatic field in the magnetosphere, a reasonably accurate 
numerical estimation of the value of a or A is not possible at this time. However, 
the method illustrated in Section 4 for estimating the value of a or A can be used 
profitably when more data regarding E, become available in the future. Finally, it 
should be pointed out that the method of analysis developed in this paper can be 
extended to include such effects as ion-motion, collisions, and the drift motion of a 
plasma particle under the influence of a strong electrostatic field. If this is done then 
it can also be used for the consideration of electrostatic field effects on a whistler 
mode propagation in the ionosphere, particularly in the P-region where collision 
effects may be significant and the electrostatic fields are believed to be present. 
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Abstract-The effect of a longitudinal electrostatic field on whistler mode propagation has boon 
studied in a region of the ionosphere where the influence of particle collisions and ion motroim 
may be significant. As an illustration, the propagation in two cases of interest has bean con- 
sidered; one deals with the E-region in the neighborhood of 100 Irm height, and the other with 
the F-region in the neighborhood of 250 km. 
It is shown that the presence of a weak static electric field Eo tends to reduce the attanuatron 
of the forward whistler mode when the magnetostatic field E, and the electrostatic field E, a1-0 
in the same direction. Moreover for a sufjficiently large value of Eo the whistler mode may 
experience an amplification. On the other hand, when Eo and B,, are in opposite directions an 
increase in IEoI tends to increase the attenuation of the wave. The variation of the attonuahon 
constant, phase constant, and the phase velocity of the whistler mode with the signal freqaoney 
and with the oleetrostatic field is also discussed in detail. 
THE WHISTLER mode propagation in a warm collisionless electro-magneto-ionic 
medium has been studied recently by HSIEH (1967) using the coupled Ma,xwelE- 
Vlasov equations. The method of analysis given by HSIEH (1967) is suitable for the 
analysis of whistler mode propagation in the magnetosphere but it is not adequate 
for consideration of the propagation in the lower ionosphere where the particle 
collision effects are known to play an important role. However this metlzod of 
analysis can be easily extended so that the effect of collisions can be taken into 
account. This is done by using the Boltzmann equation with a properly assumed 
collision term instead of the Vlasov equation. 
The purpose of the present paper is to discuss the effect of a longitudinal eleetro- 
static field on whistler mode propagation in a region of the ionosphere where tlae 
effects of collisons and ion motion may be of significance. 
In  the present paper the following assumptions are made : 
1. All quantities of interest are to be composed of two parts, a time-independent 
part and a time-varying part. 
2. Small amplitude conditions are satisfied. 
3. A one-dimensional analysis is applicable. 
4. All time-dependent quantities have harmonic dependence of the form 
exp [ j ( w t  - kz )] ,  where o and k are the angular frequency and the propagation 
constant respectively; t  and z are the time and spatial variables respectively. 
* Sponsored by the National Aeronauticsand Space Administrationunder Grant No. NsQ 696. 
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5. The effective collision frequency of electrons v, and that of positive ions v, are 
independent of the particle velocity. 
6. Electrical neutrality is satisfied. 
7. The equilibrium distribution function of electrons and ions has the form of a 
Maxivellian. 
8. The electrostatic field E,, which is directed parallel to the magnetostatic field 
B,, is sufficiently weak so that the drift velocities of charged particles are much 
smaller than the phase velocity of the whistler mode. 
2. DISPERSION EQUATION 
Using the procedure of HSIEH (1967) and by combining the time-varying parts of 
the coupled Maxwell-Boltzmann equations the dispersion equation of the right-hand 
circularly polarized (whistler) mode for the system under consideration can be 
obtained and expressed as follows : 
where 
1 = ( 1  - 1 )  - j 1 ,  k1 = (k + jK1), 
2 = ( 1  - 2 )  - 1 ,  k2 = (k + jK2), 
and 
in which c = the speed of light in free space, 
E, = the dielectric constant of vacuum, 
e = the electron charge, 
nz = the mass of electron, 
1M = the mass of positive ion, 
T, = the electron temperature, 
Ti = the ion temperature, 
I< = the Boltzniann constant, 
v, = the effective collision frequency of the electron and 
vi = the effective collision frequency of the positive ion. 
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It should be noted that equation (I)  is a quadratic in k: and can conveniently be 
~vritteii as follows : 
where 
in which 
The symbol - appearing in equation (2) is introduced to emphasize the fact that the 
quantity under consideration is a complex quantity. In  the present discussion the 
wave angular frequency w is regarded as a real quantity and the propagation constant 
& is regarded as a complex quantity, which can be written as 
& = (B - ju), 
where o: and ,i3 are the amplitude and phase constants respectively. In  view of the 
fact that the time and spatial dependence is assumed to be of the form 
exp [j(cot - kx)] = exp [-EX + j(wt - ,%)I, 
a positive /3 represents the forward wave, while a negative P denotes the backward 
wave. It is apparent that positive u represents attenuation and negative u represents 
amplification of the wave. The two roots of equation (2a) give the propagation 
constants of the forward and backward waves. Once the system parameters are 
specified, equation (2a) can be solved for (i/po) = [(PIP,,) -j(~/t '3~)].  Thus the 
investigation of the behavior of roots of equation (2a) provides information with 
regard to the variation of the amplitude and phase of the ~vhistler mode with the 
various system parameters. 
3. WHISTLER MODE PROPAGATION IN THE 3- AND F-REGIONS OB THE 
IONOSPHERE 
The E- and F-regions of the ionosphere are regarded as consisting of a partia,lly 
ionized gas in which electrons, positive ions and neutral particles may interact with 
each other. To study the propagation of a whistler mode in such regions a knowledge 
of the plasma parameter is required. For example, in order to calculate the net 
gro~vtli or decay in amplit-ctde of a whistler wave which propagates through a slowly 
varying medium, knowledge of variatioil of such quantities as n, N, Po, E,, T,, Ti, 
v, and vi along the wliistler path is required. 
A theoretical analysis nzade by NICOLET (1953) sllows that the electron collision 
frequency in the ionosphere depends on the neutral particle concentration in D- and 
E-regions and on the electron concentration in P-region. The collision frequency 
also depends on the temperature. For example, above the I?&-layer, vEi, the collision 
frequency of electrons with ions, can be approximately given by [NICOLET, 19531 
where n is the electron density and T is the temperature of the plasma. 
I n  the case of a plasma consisting of electrons and protons, the effective collision 
frequency of protons with electrons should be (see e.g., FERRARO and PLUMPTON, 
1961) 
v, = (?n/m,)1/2vEi, (4b) 
where nz, is the mass of the proton. 
Some e~perimenta~l data with regard to the profiles of number density and tem- 
perature of electron and positive ions in the ionosphere can be found in VALLEY 
(1965). 
There is little information available in the literature as to the strength and spatial 
variation of the electrostatic field Eo in the ionospliere. However, MOZER and 
BRUSTON (1967) recently reported sounding rockets measurements of E, = 20 mV/m 
in the auroral ionosphere. 
As an  illustration of the method of analysis, tlie propagation characteristics of a 
whistler mode with frequency in the range between 1 and 20 kclsec, and with 
lEol < 10 mV/m, are examined for two special cases of interest; Case I deals with 
the E-region in the neighborlzood of height h = 100 km, and Case I1 deals with the 
P-region in the neighborhood of h = 250 km. The parameters chose11 for this example 
are given below. 
w 9 W, V* 
m V i  t = -  
Cases Region rad./sec rad./sec TeOIT. Ti rad./sec rad./sec Jl 
I h = 100 km 2.3 X lo7 1 o7 270° 270° 3.14 X lo5 6.28 X 103 4.0 X 
I1 h = 250 lrm 4 X 101 8.8 X lo8 2600' 1300' 3.14 X lo4 1.83 X lo2 0.34 X 
The values of paraineters o,, w,, T,, and Ti are taken from the data given by 
VALLEY (1 965). The value of v, for Case I is taken from SHKAROFSKY (1 961), and the 
value of v, for Case I1 is derived with the aid of equation (4a). BIoreover for both 
cases i t  is assumed that (v,/v,) = (172/n1)1/2. For Case I1 the positive ion under 
consideration is taken to be an oxygen ion. 
Having specified the physical parameters of the region under consideration, for 
example, the variation of the amplitude and phase of a whistler inode with the wave 
angular frequency for different values of Eo can be examined. The plots of a vs. w, 
VS. o and ( v , ~ ~ c )  VS. o ,  with v,,, denoting the phase velocity of the whistler mode are 
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Fig. la. o! vs. w with E,, as parameter for Case I. 
shown in Figs. la, lb, and l c  respectively for Case I ,  and the corresponding plots are 
shown in Figs. 2a, 2b, and 2c respectively for Case 11. 
4. DISCUSSION o r  RESULTS 
It is well known that particle collisions lead to the attenuation of the whistler 
mode in the ionospliere. It is noted from Figs. l a  and 2a that when E, = 0 the 
attenuation constant cc is essentially invariant with respect to the signal frequency. 
However, with the presence of an electrostatic field ~ r .  does vary with the signal - 
w,  rodlsec 
Fig. lb. vs. o with E, as parameter for Case 1. 
frequency. For E,  > 0, the presence of E,  leads to a reduction of the attenuation 
and if E, is sufficiently large then c/. may become negative ; thus the wave is amplified. 
It should be noted that when E,  > 0, for the parameters chosen, K is negative except 
in the range w > 15 x lo4 rad/sec with E, = 4 mV/m in Case I. This suggests that 
when E, and B, are both in the direction of the wave vector, the whistler mode 
experiences an amplification. Moreover when E, < 0, ol is positive so that the wave 
experiences an attenuation when E, and B, are oppositely directed. la1 increases 
with lEol in the range w 2 4 x lo4 rad/sec for Case I and in the range o 2 3 x lo4 
TVhistler ~llode propagation in the ionosphere 
Fig. lo. (v,,/c) vs. o with Eo as parameter for Case I. 
rad/sec for Case 11. The maximum of 1x1 for both Cases I and I1 appears to lie 
somewhere in the low frequency range of the spectrum; co d 5 x lo4 rad/sec for 
lEol < 8 mV/m. The comparison of Fig. l a  with Fig. 2a shows that the extent of the 
effect of E, on a is greater in Case I1 than in Case I. However it should be noted that 
in Case I it is assumed that T, = Ti, whereas in Case I1 T, = 2Ti. 
On the other hand, from Pigs. lb  and 2b, it is observed that when Eo = 0 the 
phase constant /3 increases monotonically with the signal frequency. When E, > 0, 
the group velocity v, = dco/d/l is positive and varies with the signal frequency. 
However, when E, < 0, do/cl/l < 0 in the low frequency range and clw/d/3 > 0 in the 
I I 
0 2 4 6 8 IOXIO~ 
w, rodlsec 
Fig. 2a. u vs. o with Eo as paranieter for Case 11. 
high frequency range. Furthermore it is observed that in Case I, when E, > 0, the 
wavelength of the whistler mode increases with IE,I and when E, < 0, it decreases 
as lEol increases. For Case I1 the wavelength increases with IE,I regardless of the 
a'lgebraic signs of E,. Pinally it is observed that in Case I (see Pig. lc) the phase 
velocity vPh of the whistler mode increases with E, when E, > 0 and decreases with 
lE,I when E, < 0. On the other hand, in Case I1 (see Fig. 2c), v,, increases with IEoI 
regardless of the algebraic sign of E,, 
Whistler inode propagation in t h o  iol~osphorc 
w ,  rad/sec 
Fig. 2b. B vs. w with Eo as parameter for Case 11. 
It is also of interest to note that Figs, 1 and 2 both suggest that the extent of 
influence of E, on the change in the amplitude, wavelength and phase velocity of the 
whistler mode under consideration in both Cases I and I1 is much greater in the low 
frequency range of the spectrum, e.g., cu < 6 x 104 radlsec, than in the high fre- 
quency ra'nge, e.g., co > 6 x lo4 radlsec. 
In  the present paper it is assumed that the collision frequencies of the electron and 
positive ions are independent of the particle velocity. The classical Appleton- 
Hartree equation used for propagation in the ionosphere has this inherent assumption. 
Because the electron elastic collision frequency with nitrogen molecules in the 
atmosphere varies as the square of the electron speed (PHELPS and PACE, 1959) a 
large discrepancy between classical theory and ionospheric experiments can be 
expected. 
However, SHKAROFSJKY (1961) has derived a generalized Appleton-Hartree 
equation applicable to any va,riation of electron collision frequency with electron 
10 I 
2 4 6 8 10xlO4 
w, rad/sec 
Fig. 20. (vph/6)  VS. o with E,, as parameter for Case 11. 
speed and any degree of ionization. His analysis suggests that the classical Appleton- 
Hartree equation should be applicable with no corrrection necessary for the region of 
the ionosphere and the range of parameters under consideration in the present paper. 
Thus the velocity-independent collision frequency model considered here is reasonable. 
&lost of the uncertainty in the calculation arises from a lack of knowledge of the 
electrostatic field strength and the collision frequency of positive ions in the region 
investigated. Consequently the numerical illustration shown in Figs. 1 and 2 only 
provide information wit11 regard to the order of magnitude and a general behavior of 
the propagation constant. Although only the forward whistler mode has been con- 
sidered in these figures, it is not difficult to analyze the propagation characteristic of 
the backward wllistler mode, which is also characterized by equation (2a). 
The frequency range used for the illustration lies within the range over which a 
class of naturally occurriilg radio noise in the ionosphere and magnetosphere such as a 
whistler and VLP emission is observed (HELLIWELL, 1965). The result presented in 
Wllistler mode propagation in the ionosphere 1229 
this paper sllould be useful for the study of the propagation of a whistler or VLP 
emission in the region of ionosphere ~vliere the presence of electrostatic field may be of 
significance. 
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The dispersion relation for circularly polarized electromagnetic waves in a warm two-componeut 
plasma subject to parallel static electric and magnetic fields has been derived from the linearized 
coupled Boltzmann-Maxwell equations with the collision frequency assumed to be independent of 
the particle velocity. The effect of a weak longitudinal electrostatic field, Eo, on the propagation 
characteristic of the right- and left-hand circularly polarized waves in an isothermal electron-proton 
plasma is examined in detail and illustrated numerically for a conveniently chosen set of the system 
parameters. For the right-hand polarized wave the electrostatic field effect is found to be significant 
for a wave with frequency u in the vicinity of the electron cyclotron frequency w, = (eBo/m). For 
example, for a given w and 6 = (eEo/mco) > 0 an increase in 6, or in Eo, leads to the increase or 
decrease of the attenuation constant a, of the wave according to whether Y = (w,/w) < 1 or Y > 1. 
Moreover, for Y = 1.10, when 6 < 0 (i.e., when Eo and the wave vector k are oppositely directed) 
a increases with (61. On the other hand, when 6 > 0 an increase in 161 causes a to decrease and for a 
sufficiently large value of 6, a may become negative so that the wave may experience a spatial growth. 
I I. INTRODUCTION 
A theory of growing electromagnetic waves was 
advanced somg years ago by Baile~'-~'in his electro- 
magnetoionic theory, which is an extension of the 
weljl-known magnetoionic theory of Appleton and 
others. The basis of ~ a i l A ~ ' s  theory consists of the 
following physical laws : 
. (1) Maxwell's law governing the behavior of 
electromagnetic fields. 
(2) The conservation of electron and positive 
ions. 
(3) Maxwell's law for the transfer of momentum 
in a mixture of different kinds of particles. 
The analysis of the dispersion relation for the 
system, derived from the above macroscopic laws 
under the small-amplitude condition, led Bailey' 
to predict the amplification of a plane wave, within 
a certain frequency band, in an ionized medium 
pervaded by static electric and magnetic fields which 
are both parallel to the direction of wave propaga- 
tion. Bailey then applied his theory to explain the 
excess noise radiation observed in ~ u n ~ p o t . ~  How- 
ever, Bailey'sa theory of amplified circularly polar- 
ized waves in an ionized medium was Grst criticized 
by Twiss6 who argued that the growing wave, which 
Bailey interprets as an amplified wave, can only 
be excited by reflection at the boundary. A critical 
analysis of Bailey's theory was also given later by 
Piddingt~n,~ who shows that the electromagneto- 
V. A. Bailey, Australian J. Sci. Res. Al, 351 (1948). 
V. A. Bailey, Phys. Rev. 75,1104 (1949). 
8 V. A. Bailey, Phys. Rev. 78,428 (1950). 
E. V. Appleton and J. S. Hey, Phil. Mag. 37,73 (1946). 
6 R. Q. T m s ,  Phys. Rev. 84,448 (1951). 
@ J. H. Piddington, Phys. Rev. 101,9 (1956) 
R 
ionic theory predicts spurious growing waves whic$/ 
do not correspond to any interchange of e n e e  
between the gas and the field, but are attributed 
to the movement of the observer and emitter relatiwe 
to the gas particles. Even with the additional ion 
motion the mass drift of the electrons and ions tq 
gether introduce no new wave form in the eleotro- 
magnetoionic theory although drift does mocWy 
the existing waves. While these authors are con- 
cerned primarily with the <amplification aspee* np , 
attention has been given to the other amects of tihe) 
propagation characteristic 
On the other hand, studies of electromagnethl 
wave propagation based on a macroscopic sma$ ' 
signal theory have been made by several a u t h o ~  I! 
for a drifting cold rnagn~t~plasma~-'~ and a st* " 
tionary two-component warm plasma." 
Recently, in the course of examining the dispers~oq ,
, 
relations for a finite temperature electromagneto;. 
plasma some interesting effects on the propagatiop, 1 
of circularly polarized electromagnetic waves du! r 8  
to static electric fields have been observed.12 Fcip 
example, the presence of an applied transverseT 
static electric field causes the cutoff frequency t h y  
shift18 and in addition results in the coupling of the 
i 
longitudinal mode to a transverse circularly polar- 1 .
J 
H. Unz, IRE Trans. Antennas and Propagation AP-1%. 
459 (1962). 
8 ' ~ .   stein, IEEE Trans. Antennas and Propagaticr~ 
AP-11,193 (1963). 
C. T. Tai Radio Sci. 69D, 401 (1965). 
10 H. Unz, ~ E E  Trans. Antennlls and Propagation AP-13, 
595 119651 . .
~LS; ~. '~eshadr i ,  Radio Sci. 69D, 579 (1965). 
12 H. 0. Hsieh, The University of M i c h i i j  F p T  
Report No. 95. (1966). d 
18 H. C. Hsxeh, J. Atmos. Terres. Phys. 2P<8& (q 
#I ,c. P. 
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mode; these are discussed elsewhere. On the 
o w  hand, when the applied static electric field J = e J v ( F  (pdav and p = a  (F - - f )dav.  (41 !
: b directed parallel to the static magnetic field, the Consider all quantities of interest to be composed 
mWenCe of a static 'Iectric may signscantly of two parts, a timeindependent pa,$ and time- 
d& the 
and phase of the electmmpg- veg pa,$, which are denoted by the subscripts I mtic wave. 0 and 1, respectively, 
, The purpose of this paper, therefore, is to discuss 
' & detail the effect of an applied longitudinal static B = Bo(r) + B,(r, t), E = Eo(r) + El(r, t); I ; ekctric field upon the propagation characteristics 
d e transverse circularly polarized wave which J=Jo( r )+J l ( r , t ) ,  ~ = ~ o ( r ) + ~ l ( ~ 7 t ) ;  (5) 
tra~els along the static magnetic field in a finite f = fo(r, v) + fl(r, v, t) , F = Fo(r, v) + Fl(r, v, 1). 
' 
-perature unbornded two-com~onent plasma. In the present paper the following aaPumptions $be. present discussion the coupled Boltzmann- 
1 IMhxwell equation is used. 
are made: 
(1) Small-amplitude conditions are satisfied so 
11. BASIC EOUATION that the terms involving the product of time- 
- 
dependent quantities are negligible 
, 
The electron distribution function f(r, v, t) and (2) A one-dimensional analysis is applicable, i.e., 
*ion distribution function F(r, V, t )  plasma all vary only with one spatial variable, 
; me governed by the Boltzmann equation and a/ax = a/ay = 0 in a rectangular Cartesian 
I 
,I 
/ 'dl 
I where m and M denote the electron and ion masses, 
zmpectively, and e-is the electronic charge which is 
Men tw, a positive quantity. v ,  and vi  are the fre- 
quencies of collision of electrons with positive ions 
; and d ions with electrons, respectively. These 
I ctdli~ion frequenciies are assumed to be independent 
' of the particle velocity. f o  and Fo are the equilibrium 
&bution functions of the electron and ion, 
wpectively. 
I The electromagnetic fields in the plasma are 
~overned by the Maxwell equations 
(4) 
7 . D  = p, and V*B = 0. 
I cne electric displacement vector D and the magnetic 
I flux density B are, respectively, related to the 
eibtric field intensity E and the magnetic field 
i , y g s i t y  H in the following manner: 
f i ~  D = aoE and B = p a ,  (3) 
L 
, &me e0 and po denote the dielectric constant and 
1 ,  dba permeability of vacua. I m e  convection current density J and the charge 
I W y  p m y  be written in terms of the distribution 
coordinates system. 
(3) All time-varyhg quantities have harmonic 
dependence of the form exp [ j (wt - kz)], where o 
and k are the angular frequency and the propagation 
constant, respectively. 
Based on the above assumptions, the substitution 
of Eq. (5) into Eqs. (1)-(4) results in two sets of 
differential equations, one of which governs the 
time-independent quantities and the other governs 
the time-varying quantities. The former is given by 
and 
where dav = dv. dv, dv, 
(Fo - fo) d8v, 
denotes the volu 
in velocity space. On the other hand, in discussing 
the set of equations relating the time-varying quanti- 
ties it is convenient to consider the following trans- 
formation of variables : 
n. = v, cos qp and 
I . .  
= v, sin 9, (7a) 
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mode; these are discussed elsewhere. On the 
~ther hand, when the applied static electric field J = e / v ( ~  ]f)d3uand p = e / ( F - l ) d a u .  (4) 
s directed parallel to the static magnetic field, the Consider quantities of interest to be oomposed presence of a static electric field may si&cantly 
of two a timeindependent psrt and a time 
affect the amplitude and phase of the electromag- 
varying part, which are denoted by the subscripts 
netic wave. 
The purpose of this paper, therefore, is to discuss 0 and 1, respectively, 
m detail the effect of an applied longitudinal static B = Bo(r) + B,(r, t), E = E,(r) + El(r, 1); 
electric field upon the propagation characteristics 
of a transverse circularly polarized wave which J = Job) + h(r, t), P =  PO(^) + 0 ;  (5) 
travels along the static magnetic field in a finite f = fo(r, v) + fl(r, v, t), F = Fo(r, v) + F,(r, v, t) . 
temperature unbounded two-component plasma. In In the present paper the following assumptions the present discussion the coupled Boltzmann- 
are made: Maxwell equation is used. (1) Small-amplitude conditions are satisfied so 
11. BASIC EQUATION that the terms involving the product of time- 
The electron distribution function f(r, v, t) and 
ohe ion distribution function F(r, v, t) for this plasma 
are governed by the Boltzmann equation 
g.+ v-Vf - (E + vxB)-V f = ve(fo - f l  (la) 
at m 
iilF 
' - + v*VF + 5 (E + v xB)*V.F = vi(Fo - F) ,  
'at 
(lb) 
where m and M denote the electron and ion masses, 
respectively, and e i s  the electronic charge which is 
.taken as a positive quantity. v, and vd are the fre- 
quencies of collision of electrons with positive ions 
and of ions with electrons, respectively. These 
dollision frequencies are assumed to be independent 
of the particle velocity. fo and Fo are the equilibrium 
' distribution functions of the electron and ion, 
dependent quantities are negligible. 
(2) A one-dimensional analysis is applicable, i.e., 
all quantities vary only with one spatial variable, 
and a/ax = a/ay = 0 in a rectangular Cartesiaa 
coordinates system. 
(3) All time-varying quantities have harmonic 
dependence of the form exp [ j (wt  - kg)], where w 
and k are the angular frequency and the propagation 
constant, respectively. 
Based on the above assumptions, the substitution 
of Eq. (5) into Eqs. (1)-(4) results in two sets of 
differential equations, one of which governs the 
time-independent quantities and the other governs 
the time-varying quantities. The former is given by 
respectively. 
aEoZ aEO.-o, a E ~ Z  PO(') , (64 
- 0 ,  -- The electromagnetic fields in the plasma are  - 
av az 60 governed by the Maxwell equations 
aB aD ?Bolt -- @oZ az - - P ~ J ~ ~ ,  x- aBO' = 0, (6d) - POJOU, -&- V X E =  --, 
at V x H =  J + a t ,  (2) 
V-D = p, and V - B  = 0. J~ = e / V(F. - lo) h, 
- The electric displacement vector D and the magnetic 
and - .  flux density B are, respectively, related to the 
electric field intensity E and the magnetic field 
intensity H in the following manner: P = '3 / (Fo - 10) dSv, 
D = eOE and B = p a ,  (3) where dav = dv, dv, dv, denotes the volume element 
where co and po denote the dielectric constant and in velocity space. On the other hand, in discussing 
L 
the permeability of vacua. the set of equations relating the time-varying quanti- 
The convection current density J and the charge ties it is convenient to consider the following trans- 
density p may be written in terms of the distribution formation of variables : 
function as v, = v, cos p and p, = v, sin 9, 
P O L A R l Z E D  E L E C T R O M A G N E T I C  W A V E S  I N  P L A S M A  1&6$ 
+ - 8  
- 2: 
and 
Y 
E* = $(EX= f jE1,) and B, = $(BIZ f jB,,). (7b) 
Then, by introducing the following parameters : 
, 
the time-varying parts of Eqs. (2)-(4) c m  be cam- 
b ind  to give 
are the left- and right-hand circularly pol-%h~a~: 
components of electric field, respectively. , - - ,  
Suppose that the *tire z direction is taken in 
the direction of the magnetostatic field BoJ i.e.; 
B, = 3, = O so that w, = 0. Since V - B  = 0, BIi - 
must be independent of x, and it is taken to be mro 
in the present discmion (which is reasonable for i 
longitudinal propagation). Moreover, consider that; , 
the h e - w y h g  d ~ t i m ~  distribution fundtion $,'j 
is eompwd of three pa& and may be written1&- 
Sirwe Eq. (9s) mu& be valid f a  an arbitrary vd@,: ' *rc Im +.= lm 1' e*i*(F1 - fl)" dvr Lz cd p, the subetihution of ~ q .  (10) into ~ q .  (9a) gi&&. 
f.htt fdowing system of equations : b 
a d  
- L. - b* + w.)f- 
- 1- 1- [* (F, - flhp. & er dv.. (%I 
- -m - - - a = M o ) E J  a f - (11%) 
I 
M.meovw, the thevarying p&s o-f Eq. (la), &tb a, 
the aid of Eqs. (7), ean be writha as follow-s: j w  - i. - kv. - u,)f+ I 
where the differential. operator D is defined by 
and 
On the other hand, the time-varying part of Eq. 
(lb) which governs the F1 function, is easily ob- 
tained by replacing a,, a,, o,, o,, v,, f l, and fo with 
-A,; A,, n,, 4, vi, F,, and Fo, respectively, in Eqs. 
(9). 
It should be naked that B- and B+ in .Eg. (9a) 
, s -  7 
which clearly suggests the possibility of coupling2 
& t e n  the tmnsverse mode and the longitudinal; 
mode when a+ and a- are nonzero, which is thd' 
m e  when the transverse electrostatic field is pmpnt. - 
This case has been examined and discussed e$e; 
where. la ,J 
In the present investigation it is assumed %hat{ i
a, = 0, i.e., Eo, = Eo, = 0, since the effect of the* 
longitudinal e l ec t~ t a t i c  &id is of p ~ & ~ y  cbnbern, , , 
Suppase that f-, f +, a i d  g have the v, dependence.of , 
the Porn exp (-ag;), in which a, = m/(2KT,);k: 
then f-, f+, and g can be explicitly expressed in term':' 
of E-, E+, and El,, respectively, from Eqs. (11) as 
- 8 -  4 
where 
and 
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It should be noted that when Eo = 0, K1 = K2 = 0, 
and when v. = vi  = 0, 6, = 4 = w, so that 6, = 
El = (s-. g2 = (w - kv,), then Eq. (15a) is reduced to those given by Montgomery and Tidman.14 
K and T..denote the Bolt5mann constant and the For a onedimensional analysis in a Maxwellian 
electron temperature, respectively. Thus combining plasma, fo and Fo can be written as 
Eqs. (10) and (12) the distribution funqtion f1 
is expressed in terms of E, and El.. 8iqilarly the fo = nky exp [-a,(v: + v:) + 
the-varying ion distribution function F1 can be 
written as and 
wl = F-(2, t, v,, v.)eS' + F+(z, t, v,, v,)e-" Fo = NP)' exp [-az(v: + v:). - e2] , (16b) 
'n- + G(z, t, vr , v,), (13) 
in which the electric scalar potential @(a) is related 
where to static electric field by Eo, = -d@/dz. n and N are 
F* = - (e/M)MF(Fo)ET the electron and positive ion concentrations, re- 
* Qz) spectively. It is easily verified that fo and Fo given 
by Eqs. (16) satisfy Eqs. (6a) and (b), respectively. 
- (e/M>(aFo/avZ)Els G =-- 
f (14) Furthermore, they yield that Jo, = J o ,  = Jo. = 0 jg2 which implies that the static magnetic field is inde- 
in which pendent of a. The space-charge density p0 is given by 
62 = (62 - &zv,), 6 2  = (W - j~i) ,  fEz = (k + jKz), = eN exp 
and 
Suppose that @ is sdiiciently small so that 
I*I KT. << 1 and 121 << 1 (18) 
M and Ti denote the mass and temperature of the 
ion, respectively, and the condition of electrical neutrality is also 
Upon substituting Fl and f,, given by Eqs. (13) satisfied, i.e., n = N. Then po vanishes and from 
and (lo), respectively, into Eqs. (8) the following Eq. (6~1, E o z  will be independent of 2. 
set of equations is obtained: In the present discussion E,, is assumed to be 
constant and denoted by Eo. 
r(m/eo) Having assumed the form of the functions fo and 
' + (2 - calk2) Fo, the indicated integration in Eq. (15a) can be 
(e/m)M,(fo) + (e/M)M,(Fo) hr dv, = O  I carried out to give r" [ (6, a w.) (62 * Qz) 
and 
where 
m OD Lm (i 2 $+ $ $ ~ ) o , v .  do, d u d .  (15b) h = (k + jKl), 62 = (k + jKa) 
Equation (15a) represents the dispersion relation 
for the transverse circularly polarized modes; the Xl = k)' , Yl = k) , 
upper sign is to be taken for the left-hand circularly 
polarized mode and the lower sign is for the right- 
hand circularly polarized mode. Equation (15b) 
is the dispersion relation for the longitudinal mode. 
14 D. C. Montgomery and D. A. Tidman, P2asma Kinetic In the following discussion, Eq. (154 is examined Themy (McGraw-Hill Book Inc.. New York 
in detail. 1964), Chap. l a  
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The aymbol - appearing in Eqs. (21) is introduced 
to emphasize the fact that the quantity under 
+ consideration is a complex quantity. In the present I 
K 2 =  ( )  - , 0. = (%) , 0. = ($-) , discussion the wave angular frequency w is regarded 
as real and the propagation constant E is regarded 
f as a complex quantity which can be written as, 
(22) 
I 
a It should be pointed out that the derivation of = (8 - id 
Eq. (19) hvolves an evaluation of an integral of w&ne and 8 sre the amplitude and phase C o 1 1 8 ~ ~ t  
the form 
respectively. Since the time and sgwtial dependence. 
(%) is assumed to be in the form exp ,(ut - &)I = 
exp [-arz + j(& - Pz)], the forward and backward 
where x may take on the value of &/&,z) (1 - jzl.2) waves am represented by pmitive and negative &fez or (w/~1,2)W1.2. This ht-1 has d i ~ ~ c ~ s e d  in values of B, respectively. On the other hand, the 
detail by 8th" and his results are used here. When attauation and mpxcation of the wave are 
the term representing the Landau or cycloti.on w-a by a m t i v e  md  negative value of e, 
damping is neglected and *g only the &st two mpectively. Once the system parameters p are 
i, tern of its wyhptotio expawion, Gdx) can 'be sped&, 3. (21a) can be solved for (&I&) = 
given by @/Po - ja!/B) and the propagation characteristics 
1 can be examined. (20b) It should be noted that for an electrically neutral 
that la!*X14 >> 1 is satisfied. 1% is of intemt phsma the e~sdtronil: and ionic parztmeter~ are 
to note that when Vl = V2 = 0, Eq. (19) is reduced related by Xz = 4x1, Y2 = -5Y1, 7 2  = (~/O)TL 
to the familiar dispersion equation in the cold- and 62 = - 6,/5, where 4 = (m/M) and 0 = (T,/T(). 
plasma magnetoionia theory. On the other hand, Furthemore, the cobion frequencies v. and & are, 
when E, = 0, K ,  = K~ = 0) so that ,$, = g - k in general, dependent on the density and tempera- 
and wh = ,,% = o,& = Q = & 80 that G.Tl$ ture. For a fUUy ionized gs% v. is determined by the 
is reduced to &OBe gVen by Heald and ' P J ~ ~ & ~ . ~ ~  electroll-ion eXI~oWter, while for a partially ioriized - 
gas 9. is determined by electron-neutral encounter 
' 
w. PROPAGrnQH COHSTrnT and electron-ion encounter." For the purpose of 
Equation (19) is a q~&&ic in k: and can con- flustration, a f d y  ionized gas, consisting of electrons ' 
veniently be written as and protons, is considered here. For a Maxwellian 
k isothermal plasma (i.e., 'T, = Ti)v,{ can be given A(:- + B(&) - c = o, (2ia) byla 
where vei = 3.63 X 10- (23) 
- 
where 
6zx2 B =  j2(%+x), (21b) A = 1.24 X lO7($y, I 
X in which n is the electron concentration in mbs units. . 
On the other hand, the effective collision frequency 
in which for proton-electron encounters can be given by1' - 
1 (24) ( ~ 2 )  and Po = k). 6 2 =  - 
17 B. S. Taner~baum and D. Mintzer, Phys. Fluids 5, 1226 
(1962). 
16 T. E. Stix, The Thmy of P h m a  Waves (McGraw-Hill 18 M. P. Bachyneki and B. W. Gibbs, Phys. Fluids 9, 520 
Book Company, Inc., New Yo&, 1962), Chap. 8. (1966). 
16 M. A. Heald and C. B. Whsrton, Plawna Diagnostics 1Q V. C. Femaro and C. Plumpton, An Introdudion to 
,uriU1 M k o w w q  (John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1965), Magffeto-Fluid Mechanic8 (Clarendon Prw, Oxford, England, 
amp. 3. . 1961), Chap. 8. 
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Fra. 1. (a) Variation of the am litude coefficient (a/&) and 
the phase coefficient (B/B,) wit\ electron density (X) for 
right-hand circularly polarizedwave in an isothermal electron- 
proton plasmaJ with Y = 1.10, T =2 X and w = 2 ~  X l O Q  
rad/sec. (b) Variation of the amplitude coefficient (ct/flo) and 
the phase coefficient (@/Po) with electron density (X) for 
left-hand circularly polarized wave in an isothermal electron- 
proton plasma, mth Y = 1.10, T = 2 X 10-6, and o = 2~ 
X 109 rad/sec. (c) Variation of the normalized amplitude con- 
@ant (ct/ao) mth the normalized electron density X )  for 
nght-hand mcularly polarized wave in an isothermal e 1 ectron- 
proton plasma with Y = 1.10) T = 2 X lo*, and w = 2~ X 109 
rad/sec. (d) Variation of the normalized am litude conqtan* 
(?/ao) with the pormalked electron demitg &I for lefbhnod 
cwcularly; polarized wave IR sn isothermal eleatmn*proton 
plasma with Y = 1.10, r = 2 X 10-'3, and clr = !AT X 108 rejl~sec. 
8 .  
*e ~6~ & t$ee pr~jon m w ,  1:hersfore, _~~+-p%Z,~-under cmsfgl61:ati~n is - tab1~=1 
fig%iatiom of (cu//lo) and @//lo) are illustrated of amplitude coefEcient (a/p0) andl 
numerically in Figs. 1-3 for an i s o t h e < d  electron- 
proton plasma (i.e., E - 1/1836 and 9 = 1) with 
the aid of Eqs.. (23) sad (24). Y = 1.10, shown 
In them illustrations the frequsncy Qf the wave with the r ight-hd 
while Fig. 1 (b) k im the 
wave. From both Figs. 
that for a given wt of 
in 8 has a profaund 
1.9 - has ~~~ no 
La - 
ficaii~n &her than an attenuation. 
d i c u l t  to give a compaeWke phys 
ticin fw gain in wave amplitde when 8 >'0, kithd 
-0% I I I L I Q2 M 06 0.8 ' LO , a detailed pmlysis of the dynamic behavio~ of.-@ 
x charged particla or the studies of the efiergy.'nq 
(a) versicm p r m s  bet~vmn a particles the &c%? 
magnetic wave. This is not done in %he pre@ 
paper; however, the question of energy 
prmess wili be eonsidemi in a future pap&. - 
result of $he present simple-minded t M y  ap a 
7 -7 
to suggest that tL &eet of e l w t ~ 8 t i c  fie1 9 
+,.-.+n-J iA the amplitude of the e h t m m a ~ e t i c '  wave- ~s*e~c 
deat. While the mIlisian proues in the plasmp:- 9 to randomize the order motion, the introduct~~n 1 
electmtatie field in the wave diredion ithlic$$; 
mrganize the motion of %he particle in such's WE$ 
to make the exchange cif energy between the p&& 
and the wave easier. In  other words, it nqrike@?# 
extraction of particle energy in the plasma e&$t 
Compdson of Figs. 1(0) and (b) shows that$ 
amplitude coefficiegt for the right-hand circ&k 
polmized wave is three orders of magnitude 
, than that of the left-hand circuIarl.y polar&e 
In the interest of emphasizing 
amplitude constant caused by the 
the plots of a/a, vs X for the 
F polarized and the left-hand circiilaFly p 
X waves are shown in Fig. 1 (c) and Fig. 1 (d) 
(b) ively, where a, denotw the amplitud'e cof~ 
the case of sero static electric field 
sents the rate of collision damping. 
it iq obseryd that for ai 
:&,l d l ,  $bh :&gg&&i-tkti<It:$he eftk 
H .  C .  H S I E H  
, range of large X; i.e., th effect of E, on the change son of Figs. 2(b) and 3(b) suggests that the presence 
= in amplitude of the electromagnetic wave is great= of E, does modify the phase of the wave somewhat 
in the region of low electron number density than in for the case Y < 1, but it has no effect on the phase 
e region of high number density. for the case Y > 1. 
The effects of change in the strength of magneto- v. COF7CLUDIPTG 
Figs. 3 for the case Y < 1. It is observed that in drift velocity of the plasma is much smaller than the 
the case Y > 1 [see Figs. 2(a) and (b)], for a given phase velocity of the wave under consideration. 
value of X, and 6 = 0 an increase in Y = ( eB , /m)  Thus, it is assumed that the medium through which 
,. causes both a and 0 to decrease, which suggests that the electromagnetic wave propagates is essentially 
an increase in IB,J reduces the attenuation and in- stationary rather than drifting. 
creases the phase velocity of the wave. On the other It is shown that the effect of a weak static electric 
hand, in the case Y < 1 [see Figs. 3(a) and (b)] for field, directed along the direction of wave propaga- 
X > 0.4 an increase in Y causes both a and /3 to tion, on the amplitude and phase of the rightrhand 
increase so that an increase in lBol leads to an in- circularly polarized wave is most significant when ' . I 
P O L A R I Z E D  E L E C T R O M A G N E T I C  WAVES I N  P L A S M A  
used in the present discussion. For the system param- 
eters chosen for illustration this assumption is 
reasonable. The effect of a velocity-dependent 
collision frequency on the Appleton-Hartree equa- 
tion of rnagnetoioGc theory has been discussed by 
S h k a r o f ~ k ~ . ~ ~  
It should be pointed out that in the present dis- 
cussion a Maxwellim plasm has been considered, 
i.e., the timeindependent distribution functions of 
electron and positive ions are assumed to be a 
Maxwellian. Furthermore, it is also assumed that the 
time-varying distribution function of electron and 
positive ions has a Maxwellian distribution in the 
direction of wave propagation. It should be noted 
thtt-t the latter assumption may not in general be 
I. P. Shkardky, P m .  IRE 49,1857 (1961). 
valid. The reasonableness of this assumption might 
be tested by an experimental investigation which is 
to be considered in the future. However, if this as- 
sumption is not too unreasonable, then the result 
of the present theory suggests that the introduction 
of an electrostatic field in the direction of wave 
propagation may reduce the attenuation of the 
wave. It is of interest to note that with a proper 
strength of B, it may a h  lead to an amplification 
of the cipcr&rly polarised electromagnetic wave in a 
warm collisiowl two-component magnetoplasma. 
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Focusing of a Relativistic Electron Flow* 
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The trajectory differential equation governing the motion of relativistic electrons is derived in terms of 
the scalar and vector potentials of the system using the principle of least action. The conservation of energy 
and momentum are used to develop the paraxial-ray differential equation describing the beam radius of a 
laminar-flow relativistic electron beam. The focusing of the electron beam in drift and accelerating regions 
has been examined and the conditions for perfect balancing and nonspreading of a laminar-flow drifting bean1 
are also derived. I t is  shown that the equiliiriumcondition for Brillouin flow is that 2w~~-0,*[1- (u,/c)l]= 0, 
where OL is the Larmor precession frequency and w, the electron-plasma frequency. u. and G denote, re- 
spectively, the axial beam velocity and the speed of light in vacuum. The variation of the normalized 
ripple amplitude and the scallop wavelength of a drifting beam is discussed. The profile of a beam accelerated 
in a uniform longitudinal electrostatic field is also illustrated. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The subject of electron-beam focusing has been 
investigated extensively by various workers1-" in- 
* This work was supported by the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration.' ' 
J. R. Pierce, Theory and Design of Electron Bearns (D. Van 
Nostrand. Inc.. New York. 1949). 
' P. E. ~trel'&kov d al.. SOV. ~hvs.-~ech .Phvs. 6.285 (1961). 
E. R  ams son, J. Electron. ~ o n t r o i  4, 19; . 
7 I. N. Meshkov and B. V. Chirikov. Sov. ~hvs.--~ech. Phvs. 
, - - - -  ,--  -, 
8 J. D. Lawson, J. Electron. Control 5, 146 (1958). 
I W. H. Bennett, Phys. Rev. 98, 1584 (1955). lo W. H. Bennett, Phys. Rev. 45, 890 (1935). l1 S. E. Graybill and S. V. Nablo, Appl. Phys. Letters P 13 
" (1966). 
terested in their use, e.g., in microwave tubes and linear 
electron accelerators. In the dynamic analysis of elec- 
tron beams encountered in most microwave beam-type 
devices1-"relativistic effects are usually negligible, 
whereas, in the focusing of charged particles in a 
linear electron accelerator, relativistic effects (self- 
focusing and pinching) play aprimary role. Recently the 
focusing of a high-intensity electron beam in an ac- 
celerating tube has been discussed theoretically by 
Meshkov and Chirikov: and previously the magnetic 
self-focusing of partially neutralized relativistic elec- 
tron beams drifting in the absence of any longitudinal 
field has been analyzed theoretically for a variety of 
idealized stream conditionst-10 and observed experi- 
mentally." 
I t  appears that little attention has been given to the 
- * -  I The purpose of the present study is to iniestigate the from 
fields, asssg that the effects of radiation and (d/dz) (ap/de1) - ( d ~ / a ~ )  = 0.
collisions are negligible, and further that the transverse ,__ _ _  o,-mntr:,, a 9nA 
I t ra jec tory  hifferential equation of the charged particle?2 ( (7P+ 27) (t-28') /[r'2+ ( 4 )  11'12) + (ec/ro) Abr= Mo, 
I. TRAJECTORY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS (7) 
where Mo is a constant of integration, independent of z. The canonical momentum p of an electron moving at I t  is observed that Eq. (7) expresses the conservation 
relativistic velocity u may be written as 
of the 0 component of the canonical momentum s ide  
p= nzu+eA, 
=at 
- 6 ( **dl= r9 (nru+eA) .dl=O, (2) combining Eqs. (5), (&a), and (7) : 
. . -  
~is  the usual vafiational operator. By taking Gni of the where R= (l+rI2), ~ = i ( l - ~ ~ ) ,  E= (r2+ 27)) and 
apd A(r, z) are known, then Eq. (10) can be solved 
b' @: -2 for r (z )  for a properly specified set of input conditions; +e(Arr'+AerO1+A,) Idz= 0. (3) B(z) then can be determined . . directly from Eq. (7). 
/[I- (dc)  2]112= ( ~ + ~ T E o )  ll'!~~, (4) Under the condition r12<<1, Eq. (10) takes the follow- 
- - 
. - - .  
' '* %- 
. . A  
- -1 -. 
F O C U S I N G  O F  A ~ E L A T I V L S T I G - E L E C T R O N  F L Q W  4201 
so that element dv is ,related to a 
. a ~ / a r =  (- e / ~ )  (a*/&) by d$= dvO/y, since only one 
and z direction if u, is comparable 
contraction and hence pdv= podvo and the charge within; 
ar/az= (- e/a) (H/az). a given boundary remains invariant. The law o t  606 ' * 
In addition, if y and P are defined as servation of energy [Eq. (13)] can be writtei a ~ -  
r= (1-@?-llhnd @= (u/c), (14a) myc2+e!P= mc2 (lt3a) 
then from Eq. (4), [= (y2@2) so that (T+ 1) = and the concept of the conservation of canonid , .  A . 
(l+&)'fi=~ and from Eqs. (9) and (11) momentum is expressed as , ..* 3 *  
r ([I1"= [(Mo/r) - (ecAe/€o) I=Y (%/GI (14b) *YU~+~A,= 0, (it$). 
and 
w = E (U~/U)~. ww+eAe = Ko/r (18.FfL , and 
As a result Eq. (12) can be written as mgyu,+eA+= 0. (184 
rt'= (l/yU,2) ( (- e/m) [(m/ar) - rl(a!P/az) ] Combining Eqs. (17) and (18) yields I 
-da /a r )  [(Moc/r) - (e/m)Ael- (e/lplo) w' rl(a/ar) [r(a~/ar) I+ (azy/ap) = @o~Y, (194 * . . 
X (aA~/az) 1 - (r~,)-~(e/m) [(aAr/W - (aA8/ar)1, (a/ar) [t-l(a/ar) (YU)]+ (a2U/az2) = =p,z, (l9bJ : , . . 
(15) (a/&) [r'(a/ar) (rv)]+ (azv/az2) = po"v (I@-:, - : .,. 
.+,t . 
where 9(r ,  z) and A(r, a) are, respectively, the scalar and 
and vector potentials of the system under consider- rl(a/ar>[r(aw/ar>1+(az~/az2) = ~ ~ z w ,  (19d) - -#, 
ation. The potentials, in general, consistrof two parts 
(one part due to an external source and the other due where 
to the electron stream space charge and current). Fur- U' (YU,) , V' (TUB), W' (Yu.), thermore, these potentials must satisfy the following - .- 
partial differential equations: Po2= (0,Z/c2) and up2= (ep0/m€). . . 
W= -p/e and V x (V x A) =MPU, (16) Equations (19) are linear partial differential e g a -  '*. 
tions and can be solved by the standard tdchniqu. of .- 
where p is the s~ace-charge density and M and denote separation of variapLe. For example, i t  is e m u ~  ob- , . the permeability and permittivity of vacuum, re- served that the general solution of Eqs. (19), 'caw be ' - 1 
spectively. written in product form [R(r)Z(z)], where Air) ' ., For an axially symmetric system Poisson's equation denotes a linear combination of the nth-order modged' - ., '. becomes Bessel functions of the first kind, I,,(m), the bea6gd 
' ;;'. 
r1 (a/ar) [r (a!~/dr)]+ (a9/az2) = - w*//E (178) kind, K, (cur), where a= (k2+Do") 'la, with k.. king  
the separation constant. For k#O, Z(z) is a p&idic + 
and for a steady-state static condition V* A can be sinusoidal function of z, whereas for k = it is a linkar . ;. r 
' +P .  taken as zero that Eqs. (I6) give, in comPnent function of z: The solutions of EQs. (loa) and (1?d) .I2.- : form, involve the zero-order modiiied Bessel functioq. while' ., - ' I ,  . 
(a/ar) ~r ' (a /ar> (rAr)]+ (a2~,/a~2) = -WOYU+, (17b) that of Eqs. (19b) and (194 involve the ks@order A .. -- . 
modilied Bessel function. I* 
. - , -.(a/ar) [rl (a/ar) (rAd 14- (azA@/az2) =-WW (17~) When a solid electron beam is considered, the q p n -  > ,  , 
tities 7, U, V, and W all must remain bite along the -' -. 4 and + -  
axis r=O, and consequently the modified Bessel fwc- - 3 
- rl(a/ar) [r(aA s/az) I+ (azA~/az2)= -&PoYNz, (174 tion of the second kind is not permissible in the solution .'- - .T . -
where po is the rest charge density which is a negative of Eqs. (19). Thus, I - - ?  
quantity for electrons and is assumed to be constant in Y (r, I )  = MlIo("r) COS~I, (20a) A . ,; 
the present investigation. I t  should be ,noted that, . . 
relativistically, charge density and current density are U (r, I )  = Ma (k/cu) Il (cur) sinkS; 12%) . - ' - -*?' 
simply different aspects of the same thing. If po is a :C ,- 
V(r, I) = MJ~(cur) coskS- "proper" 4arqe density in a frame where charges are 
%€"<st, then p y p o  gives tlie transformation from a and 
cbpge-.density at rest to a charge density in a non- W (r, I )  = M.do(cur) coskr, $hs invariance of the total 
as follows: A spatial volume iq. which V*A=O has been used, and I= 
- -  ,* > .:-
.I, = 
:L', - I :  
a. > . . 
-- 
1. A .  
. . - I  - - 
: - r :  
. . 
-. > 
H .  C. H S I E H  A N D  J .  E. R O W E  
M$, Ma, and zo are the constants of integration which 
,&re yet to be determined. 
From Eqs. (18) and (20), the potential in the beam 
region, allowing for the presence of applied static 
fields, can be expressed as follows: 
* (r, 5) = - Eat+ (moc2/- e) MIIO (ar) coskt+ (mac2/e), 
and 
A,(r, f )  = (4- e) MJo(ar) coskS; (21) 
in which t=0, i.e., z=zo denotes the entry into the 
interaction region under consideration. 
I t  should be noted that any longitudinal inhomo- 
geneity, which may exist in the system, is represented 
by the constant A. For example, in an W t e l y  long 
homogeneous beam k can be taken as -zero. For a 
.constant velocity drifting beam, & vanishes. In this 
case, u,= (M3/M1), which is independent of s. For an 
accelerating beam, &#O and it can easily be ob- 
served from Eqs. (18), (20), and (21) that u, does 
depend upon z. For a laminar flow, i.e., nonintersecting 
electron trajectories that are sufficiently well confined 
m the transverse direction, only the motion of the 
boundary electron need be considered. Thus, Eq. (15) 
. can be used for the investigation of the variation of the 
:radius of the beam boundary as a function of axial 
, distance. 
5 Let y be the beam radius under consideration, and 
suppose that the quantity (ay) satisfies the following 
hequality : 
Then the Bessel functions may be expanded as follows: 
1 %  
,Thus upon substituting Eqs. (20) and (21) into Eq. 
4 '(15) ,- with the approximation (22), the following 
i$ifferential equation is obtained: 
boundary surrounding the beam. The effect of the 
finiteness of the beam size on the plasma frequency 
can be taken into account by replacing wp by w,= 
R+p, with Rp denoting the plasma reduction factor. 
Formulas are available for the determination of Rp 
in the case of a solid cylindrical beam passing through 
a metal tube.13 The constantsM1, Mz, and Ma can be 
determined in terms of the physical and geometrical 
parameters specified at  the input plane t = O .  It is 
obvious from Eqs. (20) and (21) that MI=YO,O= 
[1+ (-e?Po,o/mc2)], where \Eo.o denotes the axial beam 
voltage at the input plane f=0. From Eq. (20d), 
Ms=yo,o~,(O, 0) =Mlu,,o. If the axial beam current at  
the entrance plane is denoted by 10, then 
where yo denotes the injection beam radius. In view of 
the fact that yo,o= 1/[1- (~, ,o /c)g~/~,  specification of 
determines u,,o and yo.0 as well as Ml and Ma. 
to and yo must also be specified in order to determine 
up. On the other hand, M2 can be expressed in terms of 
the input 6-component velocity, from Eq. (20c) as 
follows : 
I t  is convenient to introduce a pitch angle parameter 
for the boundary electron at  the input plane which is 
defined as 
tan+o=ue (yo, 0) /us (yo, 0) (25) 
sothat GI can be expressed as 
Thus specification of the velocity ratio (ue/u,) at  
r= yo and f = 0  determines the parameter GI; $0 is small 
since ue is assumed to be much smaller than u,. 
I t  should be noted that the solution of Eq. (23) 
provides information on the proiile of the electron beam 
in the accelerating region. Suppose that the normalized 
perturbation in beam radius, Y, and the normalized 
axial distance x are respectively defined as 
Y= (y- yo) /yo and x= (Pot), (27) 
where yo denotes the injection beam radius. Then Eq. 
(23) becomes 
p b  L, +A(o2y3) (a2602-@02) =O? (23) (GPY/~$) + (~Y/G!X) { ( g a / ~ ~ ~ ~ )  [I-~z(I+ Y)~]  
I qhere 
1 .  +v tanvxbO2(1+ Y)2-$u2p~2(1+ Y)4-6~2]) 
- fi23 [(e&/mo) (Ml/M3') 1, GI= (aMz/2M3), 
- L + (1+ Y, C(po2/cc2) +g31- (I+ YI3 +g2g3=o, (28) 
60= (cMl/M3). 
where 
;, ,ap is the electron-beam plasma angular frequency for a 
beam with i h i t e  lateral extent. When the beam crdss g2=oa(S0/cc) (6d-1)1'5 u2=g(1f "), 
- section is finite, such as is frequently the case, the gs=3[1- (l+v2) So2] 
'-pllasma andar is much than that l3 a M. Branch and T. G. Mibran, IRE Trans, Electron 
. -for an i h i t e  beam due to the effect of the conducting ED-2, 3 (1955). 
X x 8 . \  .<I 
(a) (b) (.; -(: I, 
FIG. l.(a) T.-_:-:ity dependence of electron-beam p ^' ' en P<1. (gr-1.0, &=0.1, F ~ = O ) .  (b) Effekt of transverse velooitiy- . -= 
m e l ~ - ~ m ~  . ~ P < l . ( & = 1 . Q 1 5 , p - l . ~ r - a ~ = 0 ) .  - , r L + ~  ,. r. 
i - 
- 7. 
and where Yo and Yo' are, respectively, the normalized 
deviation in beam radius and the slope of the beam il 
v3 (k/Po), P= (POYO), po~tan#o, boundary at  the entry to the drift region. When a , . ' 
I C r  aoG (e~oyo/mc2). parallel-flow beam is launched into the drift region, . .> i.e., Yo= 0 and Yo'= 0, Eq. (30) yields Before discussing the numerical solution of Eq. (28), -. 
i t  is instructive to consider an interesting special case Y (x) = (I%/h,) [cos (hl) lI2x- 11. (31) ' 
8 - '?'-# .# in which the electron beam is longitudinally uniform, In this the beam profile is by @?- I so that v-0, and the perturbation in the beam radius is factors: the amplitude of the beam ripple, and 
smaII, i.e., Y2<<I. (2) the ripple wavelength (scalloping wavelength). . 
Case I. Constant Velocity Equation (31) indicates that Y(x) varies between 0 
?a- & YL . and - 2(&/hl). Since a laminar flow is being con- In the drift region, where there is no longitudinal sidered and ~ 2 0 ,  (2whl) must be less than unity. ' c. . . ;Fww 
c field g2=OJ under the conditions v=0 The conditions hl>O and 2]b<h1 can be to , - "  
.':<, 1, Eq. (28) reduces to give , , I -  
- 3' (#Y/dx2) + hlY+ho= 0, (29) $p2(602- 1) (1- ip2) <p02<ip2(602- 1) (1+ i2 ) .  (329 . . '-'I ':.- 
h - (  I  PO/P) 2 2 -1 2(60~-1)(1-%4~) Thus, when the beam parameters p, 4, and po are so '. . 
chosen that condition (32) is satisfied, a rippling beam 2: ' 
&= (fo2/p2) - $(602- 1) (1- +p2). results. The profile given by Eq. (31) is illustrated in ' - , -= -7 
Figs. 1 for a conveniently chosen set of parameters. '2,<:1 &:- : :  he complete solution of Eq. (29) consists of two The normalized amplitude of the beam ripple denoted . $.-' 
I -- is ;- -  parts-a complementary solution and a constant term by ym and the characteristie wavelength A are re- .., 4 . q':i representing the particular integral. The form of the spectively given by $a. , ' T> . *-/ complementary solution depends upon the algebraic ,. , 1; ;,I -:> ' 
- t -  
sign of ht. When hl<O, the complementary solution of Ym= (ho/hl) 1 
I Eq. (29) takes the form of a nonperiodic exponential = [2p02-pz(60z- 1) (I-" 8p ) 1/c2po2 ' . >:I = function of x, which implies that the beam radius y . s.'* grows exponentially with the axiaI distance l, so that -p2(6,3- 1) (1-3 sr) ]  2 , +  the beam is continually spreading. However, when and I_ - 
hl>O, the complementary solution of Eq. (29) takes A= 2/Po (hi) 'I2 ! 1 ', .'! . : 
the form of a periodic (sinusoidal) function of x, so 
= 2~rjo/[po~- $p2(602- 1) (1 - (33) : ' I ,  that the beam is rippling. For hl=O, the solution of 
Eq. (29) has a dependence on x. Conse- I t  should be observed that when &=O, Y(x) =0, so 
. +': 
quently the condition hl>O can be regarded as the that the beam radius remains constant in the drift - 'r: .: 
condition for nonspreadiig of the drifting beam. The region (balanced flow). The condition for balanced 
- 
general solution of Eq. (29) for the case hl>O is given flow, therefore, is written as 
- .  . . 
by I p+$p2(6,2-1) (1-1 SP 2 1. (34) Y (XI - [Yo'/(a)112] ~ ;n (h~)1 /2~  
Note that 60= (c/u..o) and p= (BOyo) can be expressed : , i.. 
+[Yo+ (&/h1)] cos(h~)'/~x- (&/hl), (30) in terms of the input axial beam voltage !POSO and the - 


